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Preface

Nowadays, software is the driving force for innovations in cyber-physical systems (e.g., cars, plains, and manufacturing plants). It realizes the complex information processing and interacts with sensors and actuators under real-time
requirements in a safety-critical environment. The ongoing trend is that autonomous systems have to cooperate with each other to achieve common goals
like forming a platoon. Thus, the growing amount of software can no longer
be realized by just programming and testing. Instead, a seamless model-driven
approach needs to be applied. The approach leads from abstract models to generated and deployed software artifacts. Further, it integrates formal verification
techniques to guarantee the safety of the system and to provide a high confidence. We address this pressing need by developing the MechatronicUML
method and the MechatronicUML Tool Suite. MechatronicUML provides
a domain-specific modeling language and a well-defined process for developing
the software of cyber-physical systems. The MechatronicUML Tool Suite is
a graphical Eclipse-based editor that enables our MechatronicUML method.
In the winter semester 2013/14 and the summer semester 2014, the software
engineering group of the University of Paderborn (led by Prof. Wilhelm Schäfer)
and the Project Group Mechatronic Systems Design of the Fraunhofer Institute
of Production Technology carried out a so-called project group, which teaches
master students of computer science to run a scientific project. The name of
this project group was Cybertron. It consisted of nine participants that were
supervised by Wilhelm Schäfer, Stefan Dziwok, and Uwe Pohlmann.
In the course of the project group, we aimed at developing appropriate methods, tools, and realistic examples. Our goal was to enhance the confidence in
the software of adaptive cyber-physical systems. Therefore, we wanted to improve the timed model checking approach for MechatronicUML models, to
extend the code generation, and to enhance the deployment analysis so that
it considers real-time requirements. Later on, we integrated our concepts into
the well-established MechatronicUML tool suite. Finally, the project group
evaluated their concepts by using programmable LEGO Mindstorms NXT as a
testing platform.
At the beginning of the project group, every participant wrote a seminar
thesis. The goal of these theses was to identify the current state of MechatronicUML (including potential improvements and extensions). This technical
report combines all seminar theses into one document.
Paderborn, July 2015
Stefan Dziwok and Uwe Pohlmann
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Concerns, Views, Viewpoints, and Stakeholders
in the Holistic Mechatronic UML Process
Goran Piskachev
Software Engineering Research Group
Department of Computer Science
University of Paderborn
goranp@mail.upb.de

Abstract. Mechatronic systems integrate the knowledge of the experts
of mechanical, electrical, control, and computer engineering. The key
concept of these systems is the distribution of embedded units and their
communication via sensors and actuators. In context of mechatronics,
our focus is the software. MechatronicUML is a holistic development
process including the phases: Requirements, software modeling, analysis,
allocation, and deployment. In order to decrease the complexity of such
systems, many stakeholders have concerns in different steps of the process. In this paper, we provide a systematic overview which identifies the
stakeholders and their concerns in MechatronicUML process. We also
identify the viewpoints and views used by the stakeholders. Moreover, we
introduce our Cybertron process which redefines the MechatronicUML
process in order to achieve the goal of the project group Cybertron, to
enhance the existing concepts and tooling of MechatronicUML.

1

Introduction

Mechatronic systems are all around us: From transport and medicine, to smart
houses and production systems. In these systems, there is a high coupling between the software and hardware. Mechatronic systems, or lately named cyberphysical systems, consist of computational units and communication protocol.
The complex functions of these systems are realized by the software [1].
The MechatronicUML method [2] is a model-driven systematic development method for real-time component-based software systems. It provides concepts and tooling for software modeling, analysis, hardware specification, and deployment. The MechatronicUML process describes the MechatronicUML
method. Many stakeholders are concerned with different parts of the MechatronicUML process. Every stakeholder has an own perspective of the system
defined by the skills, responsibilities, and knowledge. Furthermore, there are
several viewpoints and views supported by MechatronicUML process.
In order to illustrate the MechatronicUML process, we use the following
scenario throughout this thesis. A team of experts wants to design a system for
message exchange between the cars and the traffic light system, such that each
car will cross the intersection only if it receives permission from the traffic light.
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This system will decrease the number of accidents caused by drivers crossing
on red light. In this thesis, we use the MechatronicUML process to provide
a systematic overview of the concerns, stakeholders, viewpoints, and views of
the process. We surveyed the existing literature from the software engineering
group at the University of Paderborn, where MechatronicUML method was
developed, and consulted experts from the same group, to create this systematic
overview. Since the focus of our work is the software of the mechatronic systems, this systematic overview provide a well defined concepts for other software
processes.
Furthermore, the project group Cybertron at the University of Paderborn,
aims to improve the existing concepts and tooling of MechatronicUML method.
For this purpose, we introduce the Cybertron process, which is a refinement
of the MechatronicUML process with focus on the high level tasks of the
project group, which are also defined in this thesis. Additionally, we extend the
systematic overview of the stakeholders, concerns, viewpoints, and views of the
MechatronicUML process, for our Cybertron process.
The thesis is structured as follows. Section 2 provides the foundations of
the topic, e.g. model-driven architecture and definitions of viewpoint, view, and
viewtype. Section 3 presents the stakeholders of MechatronicUML process
and their concerns, whereas, Section 4 identifies the viewpoints and views in
relation with the stakeholders. In Section 5, we introduce the Cybertron process with possible new stakeholders, views, and viewpoints, and we discuss the
improvement of the MechatronicUML process as a task of the Cybertron
project. In Section 6, we discuss several related work to MechatronicUML
method. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and discuss the future work.

2

Foundations

Since MechatronicUML is a model-driven method, in the first part of this
section, we give an overview of the basic concepts of model-driven development.
The process of MechatronicUML method defines several models and intermediate transformations. There are more viewpoints and views for those models.
In the second part, we define the key terms.
2.1

Model-driven development

Model- driven development is a software development approach that defines the
specification of the software using models [3]. In this thesis, we refer to the
definition of model (as an abstraction of the real entity with a certain degree
of homomorphism for the stated pragmatism) by Stachowiak [4]. Using models on different abstraction levels reduces the complexity of design. The higher
the abstraction, the less details of the entity are provided. Models with higher
abstraction can be reused. For example, software architect can use component
diagrams to define the main functionalities of the system. This is one view of
the model of main functionalities which is a platform independent model (PIM),
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which can later be transformed into different platform specific models (PSM).
From the PSM, the code can be generated and allocated to the hardware elements. The transformation between the models of different levels is automated.
Model-driven development is mostly used for long-term systems. Many stakeholders with different concerns are interested in different models of the process.
A stakeholder is a person with a given interest in the system. The specific interest in the system is concern. Such separation of concerns which is one of the
key concepts of model-driven development, reduces the complexity of design.
2.2

Viewpoints and Views

In this part, we define the terms viewpoint and view [5]. Figure 1 shows the
relations between the key terms of this thesis. Each stakeholder has one or
more concerns about the system. Therefore, a viewpoint is a conceptual perspective that refers to a given concern [6], as shown by the 1-to-1 associativity of
viewpoint-concern in Figure 1. Each viewpoint defines a methodology on how a
model of the system should be created from the given viewpoint. Since a model
can be derived from the viewpoint of the system, we need a concrete syntax to
represent it. The concrete syntax is defined by the viewtype. A viewtype is a
set of metaclasses whose instances a view can display. A view is a set of objects
and relations displayed using a certain representation and layout. A view is an
instance of a viewtype, therefore in the literature, the term view is often used
for a viewtype. In the following, we do as well.
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Fig. 1. Relations of the key terms (based on [5])
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Stakeholders in MechatronicUML process

In this section, we present the MechatronicUML process. Furthermore, for
each step, we identify the stakeholders and their concerns. Figure 2 shows the
MechatronicUML process. In the following, we provide detailed description
of each step. The traffic lights example introduced in the introduction is used to
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Fig. 2. MechatronicUML process [2]

illustrate the MechatronicUML process. This section is based on the technical
report of MechatronicUML [2] and the paper of Greenyer et.al. [1].
In Step 1 of Figure 2, the stakeholders create formal use case specification
using the informal documents mostly written in natural language. The requirements engineer and system engineer create Modal Sequence Diagrams (MSD) [2]
which are type of UML sequence diagram with additional properties, e.g a clock.
The requirements engineer is the one who is the most familiar with the informal
documents, because he participates in the meetings with the client. The system
engineer in this step focuses on the use case specification in a manner that will
ease the work of the next steps. The constraints of the domain are provided by
the domain expert. In our example, the domain expert is a transportation expert,
who specifies constraints like the minimum time required for a car to cross the
intersection. The last stakeholder of Step 1 is the requirements analyst whose
concern is the safety. This stakeholder checks for contradictions in the MSD.
Step 2 involves two stakeholders who cooperate to derive the components
and the structure of the system. The software architect designs the solution,
whereas the system engineer makes sure that all other stakeholders of the process
are satisfied with the result. The software architect is concerned about the highlevel structure of the systems, and not the details of each component. For our
example, there are two components, one for the traffic light and one for the car.
They are composite components which means they have subcomponents.
In Step 3, the communication protocols are specified using Real-Time Coordination Protocols [2]. The behavior of the roles of the Real-Time Coordination
Protocol is specified by Real-Time Statecharts [2] where the messages exchanged
by the roles are defined. We have two roles for our example, one for the traffic
light and one for the car. The car sends request message to cross the intersection, and the traffic light sends acknowledgement when the car can cross. There
is no communication between cars. The software architect in this step makes
sure that the architecture of the software holds to his standards. The component
engineer ’s role is to cooperate with the software architect to define the coordi-
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nation protocols, but his concerns are focused on each component, itself. The
safety analyst checks for violations on the safety constraints.
In Step 4a, the stakeholders are supposed to determine the behavior of the
components. The roles of the Real-Time Coordination Protocol are assigned to
the ports of the components. Then, for each atomic component a Real-Time Statechart is created from the Real-Time Statecharts of the roles. A compositional
verification is used to verify the Real-Time Coordination Protocols and components. The component engineer defines the component behavior. The algorithm
engineer designs the algorithms for the components that are not specified by
MechatronicUML method. The software architect makes sure that his highlevel structure of the system is progressing in good direction. The safety analyst
again checks for any violations on the safety constraints. The statechart of the
car has three states. Initially, the car is in moving state. When it sends request
message it goes in requested state. It changes to crossing state when it has received the acknowledgement. Finally, with done message, it goes in moving state
again. If the safety analyst finds violations of the safety constraints, the process
continues in Step 4b, otherwise in Step 5a. In Step 4b, a component may be
decomposed into a set of components. The newly created subcomponents are
modeled by Real-Time Coordination Protocols, again.
Step 5a involves four stakeholders: Component engineer, system engineer,
control engineer, and tester. The control engineer is a specific domain expert for
control engineering. The tester conducts tests and detects errors in the system.
The stakeholders integrate the modeled software components of the system with
the controllers. MechatronicUML does not provide tooling for the behavior
specification of the controllers. For this purpose, other engineering tools might
be used, like MATLAB/Simulink [7]. Moreover, the safety requirements for the
components are verified and then the whole system is simulated by the tooling
of MechatronicUML. When the safety analysis of this step detects safety
violations, the process continues to Step 5b, otherwise in Step 6. Step 5b returns
the process to Step 3. Four stakeholders are involved here: requirements engineer,
system engineer, control engineer, and requirements analyst. Their concerns are
the same like in the previous steps.
Finally, in Step 6, each component is allocated to a target hardware unit and
then a platform specific model is created. Two stakeholders are involved in this
step: Allocation engineer and hardware architect. The first one concerns how to
find the best allocation of the components to the provided hardware units. The
hardware architect is an expert on physical constraints and characteristics of the
hardware used in the system. The hardware architect provides this information
to the allocation engineer and makes sure that the constraints are satisfied. In
our example, there are two hardware components. The car software component
is allocated to the hardware unit of the car, and similar for the traffic light.
More details of the current state of this step and the stakeholders concerned
with deployment are provided in Dann’s master thesis [8].
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Summary of all stakeholders and their concerns for each step of the MechatronicUML process is shown in Table 1. The viewpoints and views of the
stakeholders are discussed in details in the next section.
Stakeholders

Steps of MechatronicUML process
Stakeholders
Requirements engineer Step 1, Step 5b
Requirements analyst Step 1, Step 5b
System engineer
Step 1, Step 2, Step 4b, Step 5a, Step 5b
Software architect
Step 2, Step 3, Step 4a, Step 4b
Component engineer Step 3, Step 4a, Step 4b Step 5a
Algorithm engineer
Step 4a, Step 4b
Safety analyst
Step 3, Step 4a, Step 4b
Allocation engineer
Step 6
Hardware architect
Step 6
Domain expert
Step 1, Step 5b
Control engineer
Step 5a, Step 5b
Tester
Step 5a

Concerns
Requirements
Safety, Requirements
Interaction
Structure
Structure, Behavior
External algorithms
Safety
Deployment
Deployment
Specific domain
Control
Testing

Table 1. Summary of the stakeholders in MechatronicUML process

4

Viewpoints and Views in MechatronicUML

Viewpoints Support Stakeholders
Requirements partially requirements engineer, requirements analyst, domain expert
(mechatronics)
Structure
fully
system engineer, software architect, component engineer
Behavior
fully
system engineer, software architect, component engineer, algorithm engineer
Interaction
partially system engineer
Quality-safety partially requirements analyst, safety analyst
Testing
partially tester
Reconfigurationpartially component engineer, software
architect
Deployment
partially allocation engineer, hardware
architect
Mechatronics fully
domain-specific experts
(domainspecific)

Views
informal textual artifacts, formal
use case specification
component model, message interfaces
real-time statecharts, real-time
coordination protocol
all views supported by the tooling
TCTL formulae, verification tooling in FUJABA
testing tool (external)
component model, real-time statechart
platform description model
component model, message interfaces, real-time statesharts, realtime coordination protocol, external artifacts

Table 2. Summary of MechatronicUML viewpoints
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In this section, we identify the viewpoints of the MechatronicUML process
and the views that are used by the stakeholders of each viewpoint. This section is based on the definitions for viewpoint and view as stated in [5, 6].The
MechatronicUML process has the following viewtypes: Requirements, structure, behavior, interaction, quality-safety, testing, adaptation, allocation, and
mechatronic (domain-specific).
Table 2 shows a summary of all viewpoints, the concerns they are related to,
the stakeholders involved, and the views used by the stakeholders. The second
column indicates that the viewpoint is fully supported by the concepts and the
tooling of MechatronicUML, or only partially. For example, Requirements
viewpoint is conceptually specfied, however the tooling still does not support the
Modal Sequence Diagrams. The Reconfiguration viewpoint is also not supported
by the tooling.

5

Project Group Cybertron

In this section, we introduce our Cybertron process which is a refinement of
the MechatronicUML process. Then, we identify the high-level tasks of the
project group Cybertron. Finally, we identify new possible stakeholders, viewpoints, and views that are introduced by the Cybertron process.
5.1

Cybertron process

The main goal of the project group Cybertron is to enhance the concepts and
tooling of the MechatronicUML process. For this reason, we refine the MechatronicUML process and propose our Cybertron process which is focused on the
main goals of our Project Group.
Figure 3 shows the Cybertron process. Step 1 from MechatronicUML
process is mapped to the requirements step of Cybertron process. The steps
that involve modeling (Step 2, Step 3, Step 4a, Step 4b, Step 5a, and Step
5b) are aggregated in one new step: Model software. After this step, we have
separate step for model verification. This step aggregate the parts for analysis of
the Steps 3, 4a, and 5a, from the MechatronicUML process. Step 6 from the
MechatronicUML process is redefined in three new steps in our Cybertron
process. First, we have the hardware specification which is an independent step
from the modeling. When the hardware specification and software verification
are finished, there is new step for the allocation. After the allocation step, the
last step is code generation.
5.2

Tasks for the Project Group

In this part, we want to identify the three main goals of the project group
Cybertron. First, we want to improve the tooling for the software verification.
The current tooling does not support the whole verification process. The second
high-level goal of the project group Cybertron is to develop concepts for the
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allocation problem and to implement these concepts as an allocation algorithm.
This step is not supported at the moment by the MechatronicUML process.
Finally, our third goal is to implement the code generator. An initial step for
this problem was proposed in Johannes Geismann bachelor thesis [9], so we need
to enhance and further develop his concepts.

5.3

New stakeholders, viewpoints and views

Since we introduce a new process for the MechatronicUML method, in addition we propose new or redefined stakeholders, viewpoints, and views. The modeling step of MechatronicUML is well defined and supported by the tooling,
so the Cybertron project is not focused here. In the software verification step, we
plan to improve the tooling, but new stakeholders will not be introduced. In the
current tooling, the safety properties can only be specified by TCTL formulae.
This is not very intuitive way, so we plan to change this view, by introducing
new requirements language. This will be a textual view for which we will provide an editor. The quality viewpoint should also be fully supported after the
implementation phase of the project group.
Regarding the stakeholders, views, and viewpoints of the deployment step of
MechatronicUML process, there are several changes. We propose a greater
separation of concerns between the allocation engineer and the hardware architect. In the current process, both of them work together in order to specify the
hardware using deployment diagram. We divide them to work independently, in
such way that the hardware architect works separately in the hardware specification step of Cybertron process, and allocation engineer should work in the
software allocation step. Additionally, we will introduce requirements language
for the allocation constraints which will be used by the allocation engineer and
a possible new stakeholder, the target platform expert, who is the expert for the
specific hardware platform on which the software will be deployed.
For the last step of Cybertron process, the code generation step, we introduce
at least one new view for the Code Generation Model. This view is used by
the target platform expert. Furthermore, the deployment viewpoint from the
MechatronicUML process is redefined in our Cybertron process by dividing
it into two new viewpoints: Allocation viewpoint and code generation viewpoint,
which will be fully supported by the tooling. Before we conclude this thesis, in the
following section, we provide related work to the MechatronicUML method.
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6

Related work

In this section, we present two related works concerning the specification languages for systems engineering and one related work of deployment and configuration specification.
SysML [10] (Systems Modeling Language) is OMG specification language
defined as a UML 2 Profile. It extends the UML 2 by requirement diagrams
and parametric diagrams. It also uses state machine, use case, and sequence diagrams. The activity diagrams have different syntax and semantics. Same like
MechatronicUML, SysML provides method for the holistic systems engineering development process. It focuses on the holistic modeling of mechatronic systems. Instead of components, SysML uses the term block, which can also be a
hardware element. SysML is an extension of UML 2, which means it also inherits
the imprecise semantics.
Another specification language for systems engineering is Modelica [11]. Modelica is an object-oriented modeling and simulation language. It uses different
methods to model different things, e.g. it uses differential equations for physical
phenomena, connection mechanism for hierarchical system, discrete events for
discrete system behavior. Modelica uses declarative programming concepts. The
models built in Modelica do not depend on the simulation environment. For the
state-based behavior of the systems, Modelica provide the library StateGraph2.
This is similar to statecharts, but the number of objects in the model is much
higher and this makes it complex and hard to maintain. MechatronicUML
team works on an automatic transformation to Modelica to simulate MechatronicUML models.
The last related work is a deployment and configuration specification language, MARTE [12]. MARTE (Modeling and Analysis of Real-Time and Embedded systems) is a UML 2 profile extension. It supports modeling, simulation,
and analysis. Code generation is partially supported. MARTE provides several
domain specific modeling languages concerning different stakeholders of the system. There are two packages for the hardware platform: Generic Resource Modeling Package (abstract and general modeling of the hardware platform) and
Hardware Resource Modeling Package (detailed and technical description of the
hardware platform). MARTE is the starting development point for the hardware
and allocation models of MechatronicUML.

7

Conclusion

The project group Cybertron aims to improve the concepts and tooling of the
MechatronicUML process. For that reason, we introduce new process Cybertron which is more suitable for the main goals of the project group. This thesis
provided a general overview of the current state of the MechatronicUML process. Furthermore, we identified the stakeholders and their concerns. Then, we
identified the viewpoints that are supported by the MechatronicUML process
with the views that are conceptually defined and the once currently supported by
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the tooling of MechatronicUML. In Table 2, we showed the relation between
the stakeholders, viewpoints, and views.
Moreover, in this thesis, we defined the high-level goals of the project group
Cybertron. Our redefinition of the MechatronicUML process causes new stakeholders, viewpoints, and views, or their redefinition. This redefinition focuses on
the goals of the project group. As a future work, we plan to implement our goals
as stated in Section 5 by documenting the concepts and improve the current
tooling of MechatronicUML.
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Finding a Verification Property Language for
MechatronicUML:
Reusable Approaches and Concepts
Rebekka Wohlrab
Software Engineering Research Group
Department of Computer Science
University of Paderborn
rwohlrab@mail.upb.de

Abstract. Modeling languages and techniques such as MechatronicUML offer the beneficial opportunity to automatically conduct verification of safety-critical real-time systems. Right now, the model-driven
design method MechatronicUML does not include a domain-specific
verification property language that allows users to specify the properties
to be checked during the verification process. This thesis introduces ideas
and concepts to develop MechatronicUML’s verification property language. In this thesis, the requirements for the language are specified
and it is described in which context and by which stakeholders it will
be deployed. The results of a literature review of verification property
languages are presented to identify which existing concepts should be
reused. This thesis gives suggestions for the next steps towards designing the MechatronicUML verification property language in the context
of the project group Cybertron.

1

Introduction

Model-driven development has received considerable attention in the last decades,
especially in the area of safety-critical systems in which timing constraints are
crucial. The possibility to automatically verify systems using model-checking is a
great advantage. One example of a design method for model-driven development
with respect to safety is MechatronicUML [1].
Using MechatronicUML, embedded software of safety-critical real-time
systems can be modeled and formally verified [1]. The running example used in
this thesis is an airbag system consisting out of a software component for the
sensor, one for the airbag controller, and the airbag software component itself.
Verification properties can be specified and used to automatically check if they
hold for the system’s model. One example for such a verification property is that
whenever the sensor has detected a crash, the airbag inflates after at least three
but at most five time units.
The selection of a suitable verification property language to express these
properties is both very difficult and highly important. Holzmann, an expert in
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the area of model-driven development and developer of the SPIN model checker1 ,
has stated that “the problem of accurately capturing the correctness requirements that have to be verified” is one of the “most underestimated problems in
applications of automated tools to software verification” [2, p. 5].
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Fig. 1. An excerpt of the MechatronicUML verification process

MechatronicUML uses the model checker Uppaal2 for the verification.
Figure 1 shows an excerpt of the MechatronicUML verification process. The
back-translation phase is omitted in Figure 1; details about this phase can be
found in Czech’s seminar thesis [3]. The model checker Uppaal as it is used
in the context of MechatronicUML is examined in Bobolz’ thesis [4]. Schubert [5] deals with the translation of MechatronicUML coordination protocols
to Networks of Timed Automata (NTA).
Gerking [6] has started to integrate the model checker Uppaal into the
MechatronicUML design method in a transparent way. The users of MechatronicUML should be unaware of the role of Uppaal and only interact with
MechatronicUML. The creation of a MechatronicUML verification property language should improve the method’s transparency. Right now, the properties are expressed using the temporal logic TCTL [7] with respect to the
NTA that the MechatronicUML coordination protocols are translated into.
MechatronicUML-specific elements, such as messages and roles, cannot be
directly referenced. In the future, the properties should be specifiable using a
domain-specific language (DSL) integrated into the MechatronicUML design
method [6, p. 117] which then should be translated into TCTL formulae and
checked by Uppaal. This thesis aims at analyzing what requirements the verification property language should fulfill and if any existing verification property
languages can be built upon.
We present the context and stakeholders of the MechatronicUML verification property language in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe our requirements
for the MechatronicUML verification property DSL. We present the results
of a literature review of verification property languages in Section 4 and summa1
2

http://www.spinroot.com/
http://www.uppaal.com/
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rize which concepts we find worth reusing. We conclude the thesis in Section 5
describing which steps towards creating MechatronicUML’s verification property language should be realized within the project group Cybertron.

2

MechatronicUML’s Verification Property Language —
Context and Stakeholders

This section provides the reader with context information and describes the
stakeholders of MechatronicUML’s verification property DSL.
The MechatronicUML verification properties should be expressed with
respect to the MechatronicUML design model, as mentioned in Section 1.
Therefore, the MechatronicUML design model should have been created beforehand, so that, for example, states and roles specified there can be referred
to. After their specification, the properties should be automatically translated
into TCTL formulae, which serve as an input for the model checker Uppaal.
2.1

Uppaal’s Requirement Specification Language

Since properties from our verification property domain-specific language will be
translated into this language, we consider it important to acquire knowledge
of Uppaal’s requirements specification language, a subset of TCTL [7]. TCTL
has been developed based on the temporal logic CTL [8]. In addition to that,
the expressions can reference clocks to express real-time constraints. Moreover,
it is possible to reference data variables in Uppaal’s requirement specification
language [4], so that properties can also include comparisons of variable values.
There exist four basic types of properties expressible by Uppaal [9, p. 7]:
A safety property specifies that undesired situations cannot be reached. For
example, it can be specified that the airbag inflates between 3 and 5 time
units after the sensor has detected a crash.
A reachability property evaluates whether a formula can be possibly satisfied
at some point in time, i.e. that there exists a state in the model in which the
formula holds. The property is often used to verify that all desired states are
reachable and that there exists no isolated state.
A liveness property describes which formulae will eventually be fulfilled. For
example, one could express that under all circumstances after the airbag
sensor has detected a crash, the airbag will be inflated.
The deadlock property expresses that a deadlock occurs, i.e. that “there are
no outgoing action transitions neither from the state itself or any of its delay
successors” [9, p. 7].
We created an example property expressing that whenever the airbag is inflated, the sensor is in the state “detectedCrash”. The MechatronicUML verification property as it is currently expressed with TCTL is
A [ ] a i r b a g 0 . i s I n f l a t e d A C T I V E I N a i r b a g imply
s e n s o r 0 . detectedCrash ACTIVE IN sensor
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It should be noted that this verification property is expressed with respect to Uppaal NTA that the MechatronicUML coordination protocol has been translated into. Therefore, the property turns out to be even more difficult to read.
2.2

Stakeholders

Piskachev [10] gives an overview of the MechatronicUML stakeholders. The
stakeholders of the MechatronicUML verification property language can be
classified into two categories: Experts who use the MechatronicUML verification property language to actually specify properties, and stakeholders who
merely have to be able to understand them.
For the first category, there are two possible groups of stakeholders: The developers of the MechatronicUML model and the testers of the system. One
idea is that the system’s testers create the properties (to follow the approach that
the testers of a system should not be the developers). Another idea is that the
system’s developers themselves, i.e. the creators of the behavioral specification,
create the verification properties, following the notion of test-driven development. In any case, we assume that the stakeholders using the language to specify
properties do have a computer science background.
The second category (stakeholders who should be able to understand the
properties) are most of the stakeholders involved in the MechatronicUML
design process. For example, the requirements engineer and analyst should validate that the top level requirements are all represented by lower level verification
properties. The system engineer should validate the verification properties together with domain experts, the software architect, the component engineers, and
the safety analyst, for example, in a verification property walkthrough meeting.

3

Requirements for a Verification Property
Domain-Specific Language for MechatronicUML

Based on the information given in Section 2, this section presents our requirements for MechatronicUML’s verification property DSL. It should be
1. able to express sufficiently many properties
(a) expressing safety, reachability, liveness, and deadlock properties
(b) including real-time constraints and references to data variables
2. translatable into the TCTL subset that Uppaal is able to verify
3. directly integrated into MechatronicUML, providing ways to reference
the MechatronicUML design model (e.g., states and messages)
4. understandable for our stakeholders, i.e. also by domain experts who do not
necessarily have a computer science background
5. providing an appropriate abstraction level for the stakeholders
The requirements are ordered according to their priorities, with Requirements
1–4 having roughly the same priority and Requirement (5) being less relevant.
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We require our MechatronicUML verification property DSL to express sufficiently many properties (1). Since we decided to use the model checker Uppaal,
we want our verification property language to be as powerful as Uppaal’s subset
of TCTL. Furthermore, to be usable in the context of MechatronicUML, the
properties should be translatable into the TCTL subset that Uppaal is able to
verify (2). Certainly, due to the restriction on languages translatable into Uppaal’s TCTL, there might be relevant verification properties that we are not
able express with our language. However, the restriction is necessary and reasonable since the current MechatronicUML verification process is strongly based
on the model checker Uppaal and its property specification language TCTL.
Another requirement is that the verification property DSL is directly integrated into MechatronicUML and that elements from the design model can
be referenced (3), which is necessary to enable usable and transparent modelchecking.
Moreover, we have to ensure that our property verification language is understandable for our stakeholders (4). The understandability of the language
can be measured, for example, by the training effort. It should not be necessary to be a computer science expert to be able to understand MechatronicUML verification properties; also domain expert should be able to comprehend
MechatronicUML verification properties after participating, for example, in
a one-day training.
Requirement (5) (providing an appropriate abstraction level for the stakeholders) enhances the verification property language’s usability, but is not relevant
for its expressiveness. It includes, for example, that pre-defined properties exist
(e.g., the property that no buffer overflow occurs). It is a great advantage for the
usability of our verification language if default properties on a higher abstraction
level are available to facilitate the specification of properties as much as possible.

4

Literature Review: Existing Verification Property
Languages

This section presents our review of verification property languages. Section 4.1
introduces the goal of our literature review and summarizes our search strategy
for finding appropriate sources. In Sections 4.2–4.4, we describe the verification
property languages we found. Finally, Section 4.5 presents our conclusions and
states to what extent the verification languages correspond to our requirements.
4.1

Goal of Review and Search Strategy

The results of the review should form the basis for the overall goal of the thesis:
Identifying reusable concepts and ideas for the MechatronicUML verification
property language. Therefore, the literature review should result in a representative set of state-of-the-art verification property languages.
We specified the following research question that we intend to answer with the
literature review: “What state-of-the-art verification property languages exist?”.
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As for the literature sources, we focused on papers from conference proceedings and journals that present verification property languages. We restricted our
review to two of the biggest computer science databases (ACM Digital Library
and IEEE Xplore) to limit the scope of the review. In case a relevant study or
article referred to another source, we also took it into account during the review.
The search keywords we identified were verification property language, realtime constraints, system requirements specification, temporal property, and realtime systems. Since interesting languages are not always called verification property languages, but are often connected to requirements specification, we included the keyword system requirements specification. Moreover, in our context,
timing constraints are relevant which is why we added real-time systems and
real-time constraints to our search keywords. However, we did not exclude verification property languages that do not support real-time constraints.
We classified the existing verification property languages into three groups
(OCL-based languages, pattern-based languages, and scenario-based languages)
that we present in the next sections. For each of the groups, we selected appropriate exemplary languages that we describe in further detail.
4.2

OCL-Based Languages

One group of verification property languages builds upon the Object Constraint
Language (OCL) [11]. Flake and Mueller [12] present an extension of OCL
which expresses time constraints based on CCTL [13], a time-bounded variant
of CTL [8]. We were unable to find information about the connection between
CCTL and TCTL and an answer to the questions if and how CCTL properties are translatable into TCTL properties. The authors claim that OCL “has
received a considerable visibility” [12, p. 1] in the last years and therefore is a
useful basis for a property specification language.
We have expressed an example property using Temporal OCL, specifying
that the state “Airbag initialized” is always reached within five time units. The
OCL expression for such a requirement is
context P r o c e s s
inv : Car@post [0 ,5] − > f o r A l l (
p : OclPath | p−>includes ( A i r b a g I n i t i a l i z e d ) )
The authors have developed tools to automatically translate Temporal OCL
expressions to CCTL formulae for model checking.
4.3

Pattern-Based Languages

Dwyer et al. have created property specification patterns [14] to facilitate the
specification of formal properties. Accurately specifying formal properties using
temporal logics (such as CTL [8]) requires stakeholders to possess detailed knowledge of the formalisms of the language. Dwyer et al. state that “acquiring this
level of expertise represents a substantial obstacle to the adoption of automated
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finite-state verification techniques” [14, p. 8]. Therefore, they created specification patterns (like Absence, Universality, Existence) which should facilitate the
specification of frequently used temporal logic formulae. For each property, a
scope is chosen (e.g., globally, between . . . and ) defining its starting and ending
point. Above all, the specification patterns support non-experts who are not
familiar with the complex notations of formal property specification languages.
scope
scope

OrderPattern

OccurencePattern

Scope

LeadsTo Precedes IsUniversal IsAbsent Exists Globally After Between...and Until Before

Fig. 2. An excerpt of the PROPOLS ontology presented in [15]

Many approaches have been developed based on Dwyer et al.’s patterns, for
example, the language PROPOLS [15]. Figure 2 shows an excerpt of the ontology
that PROPOLS is based on. The patterns can be combined using the logical
operators Not, And, Or, Xor and Imply [15, p. 5]. The authors show how they
use the PROPOLS language to verify the behavior of web service applications.
An example safety property formulated with PROPOLS is
S e n s o r . d e t e c t e d C r a s h Precedes Airbag . i s I n f l a t e d Globally
It specifies that the state “Airbag is inflated” is always preceded by the state
“Sensor detected crash”. That means that the airbag cannot be inflated unless
a crash has been detected before.
Both PROPOLS and Dwyer et al.’s specification patterns do not include
timing constraints. Konrad and Cheng [16] have created patterns to specify realtime requirements, similar to the patterns created by Dwyer et al. [14]. Moreover,
they developed a Structured English grammar to facilitate the specification of
both qualitative requirements (i.e. the ones classified by Dwyer et al.) and realtime requirements. Similar to PROPOLS, the user chooses a scope and a suitable
pattern for each property. They also provide a table showing how properties
described in their grammar can be translated into TCTL and other temporal
logics.
An example safety property expressed by Konrad and Cheng’s Structured
English is
G l o b a l l y , i t i s always t h e c a s e t h a t i f S e n s o r .
d e t e c t e d C r a s h h o l d s , then Airbag . i s I n f l a t e d h o l d s
a f t e r a t most 5 time u n i t s .
4.4

Scenario-Based Languages

Live Sequence Charts (LSC) are a visual language that is based on UML Sequence Diagrams [17, 18]. Live Sequence Charts have been developed to be used
as a requirements specification language for Uppaal.
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Sensor

Airbag Controller

Airbag

crash detected
t := 0

inflate
t >= 3 && t<5

Fig. 3. An example LSC requirement

TCTL lacks the ability to directly express the order of (asynchronous) messages or events, since it focuses on states and paths [17, p. 21]. However, especially in the context of real-time systems, the notion of messages and events
appears quite naturally. Messages and events are a central part of LSCs, so that
they seem appropriate for the specification of real-time requirements.
Figure 3 shows an example of a real-time requirement expressed by LSC. It
expresses that the Airbag should receive the inflate message from the AirbagController within three to five time units after the AirbagController has been
notified that a crash has been detected.
Existing tooling has been developed by Larsen et al. [18] which helps specifying verification properties with LSC that can be automatically checked by
Uppaal. However, difficulties have been encountered trying to use the provided
tools, as has been reported by a staff member of our research group.
4.5

Conclusion: Existing Verification Property Languages

This section summarizes the conclusions we draw based on our literature review.
To evaluate the languages on applicability for MechatronicUML, we used the
requirements listed in Section 3. However, we did not expect from any of the
languages that the MechatronicUML design model can be directly referenced
(Requirement 3), so that we omit this requirement here. Since Requirement 5
(providing an appropriate abstraction level for the stakeholders) is not of high
relevance and merely enhances the language’s usability, we decided to omit it
here as well.
OCL-based languages do not seem appropriate for our purpose. The language
we considered here is neither able to express the properties covered by Uppaal’s
TCTL subset (1) nor is it directly translatable into the TCTL subset that Uppaal is able to verify (2). Moreover, OCL-based languages appear unintuitive
and unnecessarily difficult to understand (4). Considerably long expressions are
needed to express simple verification properties. Moreover, OCL is not a widely
known language for our stakeholders.
Pattern-based languages, such as the Structured English by Konrad and
Cheng [16], seem to be a better candidate: The authors provide a table describing how TCTL properties can be translated into Structured English (and
vice versa). This table can be easily tailored enabling the language to express
the subset of TCTL that Uppaal is able to verify (1 and 2). Moreover, the
properties expressed in Structured English are easily understandable, even for
non-computer science experts (4).
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Scenario-based languages appear a natural specification language in the context of real-time systems. However, scenario-based languages such as Live Sequence Charts do not follow the state-based notion of Uppaal’s TCTL, which
makes it difficult to make the language as expressive as TCTL and to translate
properties into TCTL (1 and 2). We are convinced that Live Sequence Charts
are an intuitive and usable choice for the specification of MechatronicUML’s
verification properties (4). A similar approach based on Live Sequence Charts,
called Modal Sequence Diagrams, is planned to be used for the specification of
system requirements in the MechatronicUML process [1]. They might be also
usable to specify formal verification properties. However, one central prerequisite
for deploying a scenario-based language is the existence of functioning tooling.

5

Conclusion

In this seminar thesis, we have presented basic ideas and concepts that will
be usable for the development of the MechatronicUML verification property
language. We have specified a set of requirements for our verification property
language and explained the context and stakeholders of its future use. Moreover, we examined existing verification property languages and identified which
concepts are worth integrating into our language.
We found that Konrad and Cheng’s Structured English seems to be an appropriate language for the specification of verification properties, fulfilling all
of the requirements we used to evaluate verification property languages. Based
on the grammar that the authors provide, the MechatronicUML verification property language could be specified, for example, using XText3 . Moreover,
an editor could be created and integrated into the MechatronicUML environment, so that the stakeholders can use it to specify verification properties
using natural language (including features like autocomplete). The translation
of MechatronicUML’s verification language into TCTL formulae is another
task for future work.
Another approach that is worth considering are scenario-based languages.
However, at the moment, the tooling is not sufficient to make such an approach
usable for our purpose. Future work could integrate the existent tooling for
Modal Sequence Diagrams, called ScenarioTools4 , into the MechatronicUML
design method, so that verification properties can be specified with it. However,
the translation of Modal Sequence Diagrams into TCTL formulae will surely be
connected to a considerable effort.
We suggest that in the context of the project group, the focus should lie on the
Structured English approach and its integration into the MechatronicUML
environment.
3
4

http://www.eclipse.org/Xtext
http://scenariotools.org/
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Abstract. As the complexity of today’s mechatronic systems is rising,
techniques to cope with this complexity are required. Using Domain Specific Languages such as MechatronicUML to model these systems, allows
to abstract from implementation details and thereby to handle complexity. Mechatronic systems are typically operating under hard real-time
constraints. Therefore, formal verification of their models is required.
The transparent model checking approach of Gerking enables formal verification for MechatronicUML models. He translates MechatronicUML’s
Coordination Protocols into Networks of Timed Automata. The resulting Networks of Timed Automata can be verified by utilizing the model
checker Uppaal. This thesis comprehends the approach by applying it
to a running example. Thereafter, current limitations are stated and an
outlook for the project group Cybertron is given.

1

Introduction

MechatronicUML (MUML) [1] is a Domain Specific Language (DSL) for modeling mechatronic systems. The concrete syntax of MUML is based on UML [2],
whereas MUML’s metamodel is independent of UML. Using MUML, mechatronic systems are modeled in a component-based way. This means, multiple
components encapsulate different aspects of the system’s behavior. Interaction
between components can be realized by specifying ports for the corresponding
components and the message exchange between them. This message exchange
has to follow Coordination Protocols, which are also specifiable using MUML.
Mechatronic systems are typically operating in scenarios, where a failure can
lead to immense costs or even loss of human life. Therefore, testing is often
insufficient and formal verification is needed. There are several model checking
techniques that are able to verify whether a system model meets its requirements.
However, tool-support for these techniques is limited to general purpose modeling
languages [3].
To enable formal verification for MUML models, Hirsch proposes a transformation [4] bridging the semantic gap between Coordination Protocols and
Networks of Timed Automata (NTAs) [5] in [4]. Using Uppaal [6], verification
properties can be checked on the NTA arising from the transformation. Since
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the transformation preserves the semantics of the models, the verified properties
can also be guaranteed for the corresponding Coordination Protocol.
The contribution of Gerking [3] basically consists of two steps. First, he
refined the transformation from Coordination Protocols to NTAs. Namely, he
adapted the concepts of Hirsch’s transformation with respect to a more recent
version of MUML [1]. Additionally, he separated the transformation into a transformation chain consisting of four transformation steps. This splits the inherent
complexity over the transformation steps and, relating to the implementation of
the approach, eases the debugging.
Second, he developed a transformation from a counterexample, i.e. a path
in the NTA that does not fulfill the checked property, back to MUML. For a
detailed discussion of this back-translation please refer to [7]. Combining this,
Gerking introduced the foundations for a transparent model checking approach
for MUML that utilizes Uppaal.
This thesis comprehends Gerking’s transformation from Coordination Protocols to NTAs and applies it to a running example. Therefore, Section 2 introduces
our running example and recaps modeling elements of MUML that are relevant
for this thesis. Section 3 introduces the transformation chain from Coordination Protocols to NTAs. Thereafter, Section 4 summarizes limitations of the
approach. As a conclusion, Section 5 summarizes the approach, its implementation, and discusses future work with regard to the project group Cybertron.

2

Running Example

This section introduces our running example of a street crossing with traffic
lights. Modeling aspects of MUML, which are relevant for this thesis, are introduced by directly explaining their semantics in the context of our running
example. For a detailed syntax and semantics description of the model elements
please refer to [1].

Street
Crossing
trafficLight
car
buffer
buffer
delay: 1s
size: 5
size: 5
message loss = false

Fig. 1. StreetCrossing Coordination Protocol used for the communication between
traffic light and car

Figure 1 shows the Coordination Protocol (StreetCrossing) that is used for
the communication of traffic lights and cars on our exemplary street crossing.
The purpose of this Coordination Protocol is to ensure that a car only crosses
the street after getting a corresponding acknowledgement of the traffic light.
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Therefore, trafficLight and car are the names of the roles participating in
StreetCrossing. Using Coordination Protocols, we can specify buffers for each
role. Our example assumes one buffer per role with a size of 5. Additionally, we
can specify a message delay for the communication of the roles (delay: 1s) and
if the possibility of message loss should be considered (message loss = false).
The behavior of roles is specified via Real-Time Statecharts (RTSCs). Figure
3 shows the RTSC of our car role. At some point in time car sends the message
request(emergency) to trafficLight. The parameter emergency expresses if
the car is in an emergency state (e.g. an ambulance). After sending the message
the requested state is entered, resulting in the activation of the braking process
(state brake).
Figure 2 shows the RTSC of the trafficLight role. When it receives the
request message, it sets its emergency variable to the corresponding value
of the message parameter and activates the getStatus state. The do-event
free:=getStatus(emergency) considers the value of the emergency variable
when checking if the traffic light can send the green() message. If so, getStatus
is exited and the green() message is sent to car.
When receiving the green message, Car enters the crossing state after one
to two seconds (relative deadline [1s; 2s]). This time can for example be spent
by inserting a gear. After at most 50 seconds car sends the done() message back
to trafficLight, resulting in the initial state of both RTSCs again.

TrafficLight

waiting

request /
emergency:=
request.emergency

variable: BOOLEAN free,
BOOLEAN emergency
clock c
getStatus
do / free :=
getStatus(emergency)
[free==true] / green()

done /
[c ≥ 30s]

accepted
invariant c ≤ 30s
entry / {reset: c}

Fig. 2. RTSC of trafficLight role

Car variable: BOOLEAN emergency, DOUBLE speed
clock c
moving
/ done()
/ request(emergency)
crossing
invariant c ≤ 50s
entry / {reset: c}

requested

[1s; 2s]

brake
entry /
doBreak()

green /

[speed==0]

waiting

Fig. 3. RTSC of car role

An elementary step in the verification of MUML models is the verification
of properties on Coordination Protocols, which is in the focus of this thesis.
One natural example is the verification that our Street Crossing Coordination
Protocol does not contain a deadlock.
This example does not contain all modeling constructs that are supported by
the transformation. However, the transformation steps only vary slightly when
introducing new supported modeling constructs. In the next section, we intro-
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duce the actual transformation and mainly use the Car RTSC (Figure 3) to
illustrate the single transformation steps.

3

Transformation of Coordination Protocols to NTAs

This section introduces Gerking’s transformation chain used to transform Coordination Protocols to NTAs [3]. The complexity of this translation lies in
the fact that MUML supports syntax features that do not have semantically
equivalent syntax features in NTAs (Section 3.1). Therefore, Gerking applies a
number of normalizations to eliminate these used syntax features but preserve
the Coordination Protocols semantics (Sections 3.2 - 3.4). After normalizing the
Coordination Protocols they are migrated to Uppaal (Section 3.5). This migration is also a semantics preserving model-to-model transformation. In contrast
to the normalizations, the migration transforms from the MUML meta model to
the meta model of NTAs [3, p. 71].
Uppaal requires a text based input format complying with a specified document type definition1 . Therefore, a model-to-text transformation is performed
on the models resulting from the prior transformation steps. Since this transformation is not in the scope of this thesis, the interested reader is referred to [8].
Applying such a transformation chain for translating Coordination Protocols
to NTAs comes with the well known benefits of using a transformation chain
over a single transformation. This is especially a separation of concerns and
thereby a reduced complexity of the transformation steps, which leads to an
increase in maintainability. This separation of concerns also has the benefit of
an increase in reusability of the separated transformation steps. Therefore, steps
of the transformation chain can be reused in the context of code-generation or
an export to another tool as Uppaal.
The model-to-model transformations of the transformation chain are implemented using QVT-O2 and integrated into the Fujaba tool suite3 . QVT-O gives
the major advantage of supporting traceability in the sense of mappings between
source and target model elements. This feature is utilized when it comes to the
back-transformation of Uppaal counterexamples to MUML [7].

3.1

Transformation Aspects

In the following, we summarize Gerking’s transformation aspects [3] and point
out which of these are supported by the current translation. These aspects basically state syntax features of MUML, which do not have semantically equivalent
syntax features in NTAs. Therefore, a trivial transformation is not possible for
these elements.
1
2
3

http://www.it.uu.se/research/group/darts/uppaal/flat-1_1.dtd
http://projects.eclipse.org/projects/modeling.mmt.qvt-oml
http://www.fujaba.de
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Transition Deadlines: Uppaal’s NTAs do not allow time to pass while firing
transitions. In MUML, this is modeled via deadlines. In our example, we use
deadlines to model the time passing when receiving the green message before
entering the crossing state (cf. Figure 3). The normalization of RTSCs with
respect to deadlines is done in the first transformation step (cf. Section 3.2).
Hierachical States: Uppaal’s NTAs do not allow hierarchical states like the
requested state in Figure 3. This raises the need of normalization regarding
two different modeling constructs. First, incoming and outgoing transitions of
hierarchical states (high-level transitions) have to be normalized (cf. Section 3.3).
Second, the RTSCs have to be flattened (cf. Section 3.4).
State Events: It is not possible to assign function calls to locations in Uppaal.
However, we can specifiy entry-, exit-, and do-events to states in MUML as done
in Figures 2 and 3 in the states getStatus, accepted, brake and crossing.
Entry- and exit-events are normalized in the context of the hierarchy normalization in Section 3.4. Do-events are currently not considered by the translation of
Coordination Protocols to NTAs. This and other limitations of Gerking’s transformation chain are subject to Section 4.
Asynchronous Message Exchange: Asynchronous message exchange and buffers
are not supported by Uppaal. The corresponding translation takes place in the
context of the Uppaal Migration (cf. Section 3.5). Due to lack of space, this
translation aspect is only described very briefly in this thesis. Please refer to [3]
for a detailed description.
Parameterized messages like request(emergency) (cf. Figure 3) are also
not supported in Uppaal. Currently, the transformation does not consider this
restriction (cf. Section 4).
Urgent Transitions: Edges in Uppaal have always non-urgent semantics. MUML
allows to specify transitions with non-urgent and urgent semantics. The corresponding transformation is again not considered by a separate normalization
step but by the Uppaal Migration (cf. Section 3.5).
Transition and Region Priorities In MUML we can specify priorities to regions
and transitions, e.g. if multiple transitions are enabled, only the one with the
highest priority can fire. Uppaal does not support similar modeling constructs.
The transformation of Gerking [3] does not consider this either. We will go into
more detail regarding this limitation in Section 4.
3.2

Deadline Normalization

This section covers the transformation aspect Transition Deadlines. To translate
these, Gerking applies a normalization according to Giese and Burmester [9]. The
first step is to add an intermediate state between two states that are connected
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requested

intermediate
green /
invariant:
{reset: rel0}
rel0 ≤ 2s

[rel0 ≥ 1s]

crossing

Fig. 4. Excerpt of Car RTSC normalized with respect to deadlines.

via a transition containing a deadline. Figure 4 shows the transformation of the
transition between our requested and crossing states (cf. Figure 3).
Semantics are preserved by moving the original transition’s guard (green)
to the new transition connecting checkReachability and intermediate. Additionally, intermediate contains an invariant representing the upper bound of
the original deadline and the transition connecting intermediate and moving a
guard representing the the lower bound of the original deadline. Since the original deadline was relative, we had to add another clock rel0 to our Car RTSC for
constructing the invariant and the guard. If the original transition would have
contained an action, this action would have been moved to the transition from
intermediate to crossing.
This transformation step increases the number of states and especially the
size of figures representing our running example during the following transformation steps. Since this does not give new insights, we will abstract from the
deadline [1s; 2s] of our running example hereafter.
3.3

High-Level Transition Normalization

This section covers the transformation of high-level transitions in the context of
the transformation aspect Hierarchical States. The corresponding normalization
is separated into an own transformation step to reduce the complexity of the
hierarchy normalization in Section 3.4. The basic idea is to add entry and exit
points for all high-level transitions to the RTSCs.

Car
requested
moving

/ request(emergency)
green/

/ done()
crossing

green/

2

brake
1
[speed==0]
waiting

Fig. 5. Excerpt of Driver RTSC normalized with respect to high-level transitions.

Figure 5 shows this for our Car RTSC. The entry point is added to requested
and the transition from moving to requested is redirected to the entry point.
For each embedded RTSC there is one transition connecting the entry point with
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the initial state of the corresponding RTSC. Since in our example requested
only embeds one RTSC, one transition from the entry point to brake is created.
Additionally, an exit point is created for the transition connecting requested
and crossing in Figure 3. All embedded states are connected to the exit point
via new transitions and the guard of the original transition is moved to these
transitions.
The newly created transitions have to get higher priorities than the exiting
ones for each source state. Otherwise, the MUML’s prioritization of higher hierarchy transition would not be translated correctly. Therefore, the transition
from brake to the exit point gets a higher priority than the exiting one from
brake to waiting
3.4

Hierarchy Normalization

This section covers the tranformation aspect Hierachical States and State Events.
Gerking’s hierarchy normalization transformation step is based on a flattening
concept of David and Möller [10] and consists of two phases. The first phase
removes hierarchical states and makes adaptions to the RTSC to preserve their
semantics. The rest of the semantics preservation is done by the second step. It
ensures that originally embedded RTSCs are in an idle state if the state they
were embedded in is inactive.

crossing
exit!

exit_waiting

moving

/ done()

/ request(emergency)

exit!

exit_brake
[trigger1==1]
green /
brake

requested
[trigger0 ==1]
green /

[speed==0] /
trigger0−=1 trigger1+=1

entry? /
trigger0+=1

idle

entry
entry!

waiting

exit?
/ trigger1−=1

exit? /
trigger0−=1

Fig. 6. Excerpt of Driver RTSC normalized with respect to hierarchical states.

Figure 6 shows our Car RTSC after the execution of both phases. Please
note that the deadline [1s; 2s] defined in Figure 3 is neglected, to ease the
comprehensibility of this normalization step.
In phase 1, both statecharts (Car and the one embedded in requested)
are separated and moved into regions of the new embedding state. Since the
embedding state is not important for the comprehensibility of this normalization
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step and neglected by the following transformation step, it is not shown in Figure
6.
When moving or crossing are active, neither brake nor waiting are allowed
to be active as specified in Figure 3. Therefore, the idle state is added to
the lower RTSC in Figure 6. Because brake and waiting are inactive when
initializing our original Car RTSC, idle is set as being the initial state. To
ensure that idle is active whenever requested is not active, the synchronization
channels enter and exit and the corresponding synchronizations are added to
the model.
Phase 2 checks for each exit point how many combinations of states exist that
have to be active such that the exit point can be reached. In our example, brake
or waiting have to be active such that the exit point can be reached. For each
of these combinations a number of new states is added. Since in our example
every combination consists of only one state, we add two states (exit moving
exit reach Figure 6). Additionally, an integer variable is added for each combination (trigger0 and trigger1). The combination of increment/decrement
actions on these variables and guards ensures that the states representing the
exit point can only be reached if the corresponding states of the initially computed combinations are active. For example, exit brake in Figure 6 cannot be
reached if waiting is active.
Currently, the hierarchy normalization step also handles the normalization
with respect to State Events, which are not supported by Uppaal. Therefore,
entry- and exit-events of states are moved to incoming respectively outgoing
transitions of the corresponding state. If this state is an initial state of an originally not embedded RTSC, there is no edge that can represent the first execution
of the entry-event. This is a limitation of the current approach (cf. Section 4).
3.5

UPPAAL Migration

After the hierarchy normalization transformation step, Gerking applies another
model-to-model transformation. In contrast to the first transformations, he now
transforms from the MUML meta model to the meta model of NTAs [3, p. 71].
For a description of NTAs, their semantics and syntax features please refer to [5].
The general approach is to transform used syntax features of the source
model (MUML) to semantically equivalent syntax features of the target model
(NTA). Therefore, the embedded regions of the parent states resulting from hierarchy normalization (Section 3.4) are transformed to templates. States are then
transformed into locations and transitions into edges. To preserve the model’s
semantics some adaptions have to be made, which are in the focus of this section.
The migration has to cover the transformation aspect Urgency, because for
a translation of urgent transitions we need syntax features of NTAs that are not
supported by MUML. Namely, we need urgent semantics for synchronization
channels. Therefore, an urgent synchronization channel is added to the NTA.
An additional template with a single self-transition to and from the initial location is also added. This transition contains a synchronization to our urgent
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synchronization channel. Each edge that results from an urgent transition synchronizes via the urgent synchronization channel and therefore gets urgent semantics. Problems arise because MUML and Uppaal do not allow more than
one synchronization per transition/edge. If an urgent transition already contains a synchronization, the transformation checks whether the corresponding
synchronization channel can safely be declared as urgent, i.e. only urgent transitions synchronize via this channel. If this is not the case, semantics preservation
cannot be ensured by the current transformation (cf. Section 4).
Asynchronous Message Exchange is modeled by declaring functions for dispatching, delivering and consuming messages. These functions basically store
the messages in arrays. An additional template (called Connector) per buffer
ensures that QoS assumptions are considered during the so modeled message exchange, and that the FIFO semantics of MUML buffers is preserved. Due to lack
of space, we will not go into more detail about the translation of asynchronous
message exchange in this thesis. Please refer to [3] for a detailed description.

4

Limitations of the existing Transformation Chain

This section summarizes limitations of Gerking’s approach. Possible solutions to
overcome these limitations are in the scope of Cybertron’s project phase.
Parameterized Messages: Parameterized messages are not supported by the
current approach. For example request(emergency) of Figure 3 is translated
without considering the parameter. Therefore, an access to this parameter like
emergency:=request.emergency in Figure 2 results in an exception. This makes
a translation of Coordination Protocols that contain accesses to message parameters impossible at the moment. A possible solution for this problem is stated in
MUML’s trac system 4 .
State Events: Do-events of states are currently not translated [3]. Therefore,
it cannot be verified that our trafficLight will somewhen send the green()
message. A possible solution of this problem is also stated in the MUML trac 5 .
It builds up on Hirsch’s approach to translate do-events [4] and proposes to add a
new normalization step for do-events to the transformation chain. An important
decision is, if do-events should be interruptible or not. This decision affects the
order of the normalization steps in the transformation chain.
Additionally, there exist problems with entry-events of initial states as explained in Section 3.4. A possible solution is to add a new initial committed
state to the template representing the highest hierarchy of the translated RTSCs.
Entry-events of the initial state of this highest hierarchy can then be moved to
an edge from the newly created location to the location representing the corresponding state.
4
5

https://trac.cs.upb.de/mechatronicuml/ticket/694
https://trac.cs.upb.de/mechatronicuml/ticket/680
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In my opinion the normalization with respect to state events should be implemented as a new normalization step. Here, it has to be evaluated if one normalization for all state events is feasible. On the one hand, Hirsch’s approach to
translate do-events [4] adds a new embedded RTSC into the state that contains
the corresponding do-event. Therefore, it should be executed before normalizing
with respect to hierarchical states. On the other hand, it can not be decided
to which transition entry- and exit-events have to be moved before translating
hierarchical states. So, the decision has to be made whether to create two normalization steps (do-events / entry-, exit-events) or to adapt Hirsch’s approach
such that it does not introduce new hierarchical states.
Priorities: Region and transition priorities are not considered during the transformation. This leads to an over-approximation of the system’s behavior when
verifying properties with Uppaal [3]. Namely, the resulting NTA contains more
paths then the original Coordination Protocol. Checking safety properties (properties with an A path quantifier) this can lead to false negatives. This means, if
there exists a path in the NTA on which the property does not hold, it is possible
that this path does not exist in the original Coordination Protocol.
In the case of properties with an E path quantifier, the neglect of priorities
can even result in an false verification. This means, if there exists a path in the
NTA on which the property holds it is possible that this path does not exist in
the original NTA.
A possible solution to translate transition priorities is stated by Hirsch in
[4]. This solution is based on the negation of transition guards. Referring to
our example, you see in Figure 5 two outgoing transitions of the state brake.
Since the transition from brake to the exit point has a higher priority than the
transition from brake to waiting the last one can only fire if the first is not
enabled. This semantics can also be expressed by adding a ”negated” green
trigger message to the transition from brake to waiting.
A solution to translate region priorities is still subject of research. Based on
the complexity of Hirsch’s transition priorities normalization, I think that an
extension of Gerking’s translation by priorities should be considered as heavily
time consuming.
Urgency: As mentioned in Section 3.5 the current translation of transitions’ urgent semantics does not work if urgent and non-urgent transitions synchronize
via the same synchronization channel [3] 6 . For MUML it is still not defined
whether a synchronized pair of an urgent and non-urgent transition has urgent semantics. Assuming non-urgent semantics for this case, a possible solution
(based on [11]) is as follows:
The idea is to add a copy of the corresponding synchronization channel, such
that there is a urgent and a non-urgent version. Additionally, all edges resulting
from urgent transitions are copied, such that one of the copies synchronizes with
6

https://trac.cs.upb.de/mechatronicuml/ticket/681
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the urgent synchronization channel and one with the non-urgent synchronization
channel.
Furthermore, Uppaal does not allow clock constraints on edges that synchronize via an urgent synchronization channel, which is not considered by the
current transformation. A possible solution is to forbid clock constraints on urgent transitions in MUML. Therefore, it has to be evaluated if this semantics is
needed in MUML.
Multiple Buffers per Role: The current transformation does only assume one
message buffer per role [3]. However, MUML allows to assign multiple buffers
to a role7 . The needed adaptions affect the translation of asynchronous message
exchange. Please refer to [3] for the translation of asynchronous messages and
to the corresponding ticket in the MUML trac8 .
1:n Communication: Coordination Protocols can also be specified for 1:n communications. Our Street Crossing (Section 2) is modeled as a 1:1 communication, meaning that a traffic light communicates with exactly one car. Normally,
one would consider that a traffic light communicates with more than one car
(1:n communication). The corresponding transformation is not fully supported
yet 9 but respected to a great extend by the current transformation steps.

5

Conclusion

The focus of this thesis is on the translation of Coordination Protocols to NTAs in
the context of Gerking’s model checking approach for MechatronicUML [3]. We
comprehend the transformation chain used for the translation by applying each
transformation step to a running example of a Coordination Protocol. During
the execution of the transformation steps, we identify some limitations of the
current approach.
In terms of the Cybertron project group, future work mainly consists of the
development and implementation of solutions to overcome the limitations mentioned in Section 4. Since solving all limitations is complex and time consuming,
we should find a clear prioritization. I propose to start with separating the normalization of entry- and exit-events into an additional transformation step. This
has the advantage that the new normalization can be validated by comparing
NTAs created by the new transformation chain with NTAs created by the existing transformation chain. Considering the same source model, these NTAs have
to be equivalent.
With respect to solving the other limitations, I propose the following prioritization: Do-Events, Urgency, Parameterized Messages, 1:n Communication,
Multiple Buffers per Role, and Priorities. The extension of Gerking’s translation
by priorities can be expected to be heavily time consuming (Section 4). Hence,
7
8
9

https://trac.cs.upb.de/mechatronicuml/ticket/796
https://trac.cs.upb.de/mechatronicuml/ticket/796
https://trac.cs.upb.de/mechatronicuml/ticket/692
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it should only be considered if the implementation of solutions for the other limitations is completed and there is still enough time until the end of the project
phase.
Additionally, a language for specifying requirements directly on MUML models would be a great advantage with regard to the transparency aspect of the
model checking approach as elaborated in [12]. The resulting expressions can
then be translated into TCTL expressions during the translation from MUML
to Uppaal. Depending on the kind of supported expressions, this translation can
also demand an adaption of the existing transformation steps.
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Abstract. MechatronicUML defines a process for creating cyberphysical systems that follows a model-driven software-engineering approach. In order to gain confidence in the correctness of MechatronicUML models, model checking is employed. The existing approach for
this makes use of the model checker Uppaal: To verify a MechatronicUML model, it is transformed into a corresponding Uppaal model;
then this model is checked by Uppaal. However, this process is subject to
current research and to guarantee a semantic-preserving model transformation in the process, it is especially necessary that the Uppaal system
is thoroughly understood by researchers. This thesis aims at succinctly
introducing the Uppaal model, its syntactic structure, and semantics.
Furthermore, we will discuss the general nature of model checking and
the limits we need to be aware of in the context of MechatronicUML
model checking.

1

Introduction

For safety-critical real-time systems, it is especially important to make sure that
the system is modeled correctly and fulfills basic safety requirements (for example, it should not be possible for two modeled traffic lights to show green at the
same time). However, traditional testing methods cannot guarantee that safety
properties hold. It might just be the case that, by random chance, an unsafe
state never occurs during testing and is therefore overlooked. Since this uncertainty cannot be tolerated when human lives are at stake, other methods have
to be applied.
In contrast to testing, automated model checking yields a definite proof of a
model property (cf. Section 3.1). Consequently, when the cost of failure is high,
model checking has a big advantage to testing. In order to enable model checking
for MechatronicUML models, Uppaal is used. Uppaal [1] is an established
timed model-checker suitable to verify models for real-time systems. We will examine Uppaal in detail in this thesis.
The thesis is structured as follows: First, Section 2 is focused on explaining Uppaal models. This is important since the model checking approach in MechatronicUML is based on transforming the MechatronicUML model into an
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equivalent Uppaal model, so the semantics of the model should be thoroughly
understood. We aim at giving a succinct but more formally complete definition
than typically found in Uppaal publications [1]. In Section 3, we describe the
underlying principles of model checking, the query language used by Uppaal,
and traces. We also discuss general limitations of model checking. Section 4
briefly describes how Uppaal is used in the context of MechatronicUML.
Finally, Section 5 gives a conclusion and suggestions for further development of
the MechatronicUML model checking approach.

2

Overview of the Uppaal Modeling Language

The model that Uppaal uses is based on the formal notion of networked timed
automata [1]. First, we introduce the notion of a single timed automaton (Section 2.1), then we detail networked timed automata and some special Uppaal
extensions (Section 2.2). As a motivation, we describe a simple example in Section 2.3. Finally, we define the semantics of Uppaal models more thoroughly in
Secion 2.4.
2.1

Timed Automata

Loosely speaking, a timed automaton consists of locations (exactly one of which
is the initial location), real-valued continuous clocks, and edges between locations
[1]. In a timed automaton, each edge may specify an action, a guard, and a set
of clocks to reset. A location may have an invariant (e.g., over the clock values).
In our example (Figure 1), Green, Yellow, and Red are locations (Red is the
initial location). The edge between Green and Yellow resets the clock c. The
edge between Yellow and Red has a guard that specifies that this edge may only
be taken if c==5. Lastly, the edge from Red to Green triggers the incrCounter()
action when it is taken. The state Yellow has the invariant c<=5.

Fig. 1. A traffic light modeled in Uppaal

Semantically, the idea is that the traffic light is exactly 5 time units in the
location Yellow : The clock c is reset on the edge when the location is entered;
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the location invariant states that c may reach at most 5 while the location is
active; finally, the guard on the edge to Red prevents leaving the location before
the 5 time units have passed. Furthermore, the incrCounter() action is used to
model counting the number of times the traffic light switches to Green.
2.2

Networks of Timed Automata

In Uppaal, several timed automata are linked together over a shared set of actions and clocks to form a network of timed automata [1].
In addition, Uppaal allows to further specify behavior outside of the standard
automaton options: the user can define variables typed over finite ranges of integers. These variables can be manipulated using complex custom functions that
are defined in a C-like syntax. These functions can be triggered by edge actions.
For example, in Figure 1, incrCounter() is a call to a correspondingly defined
function that may increment some bounded integer variable.
Apart from the variables (which are potentially shared between automata), communication between timed automata is realized through channels. Basically, an
edge with the synchronization action a? means that the edge “waits” for another
edge (in another automaton) to issue an a! action before it can proceed. A formal description can be found in Section 2.4. A broadcast channel works similarly
but an a! action may release more than one a? edge. (This is also more formally
described in section 2.4)
More generally, in Uppaal, any edge may specify an update action (e.g., a
call to a function that manipulates variables and/or a reset action for a set of
clocks), a synchronization like a! or a? for a channel a, and a guard, which is
an expression over clocks and variables that must be true in order for the edge
to be considered active. Furthermore, an edge may specify a select statement
which allows binding nondeterministically chosen bounded integer variables to
be used for any of the other expressions on the edge. However, we will not discuss
this further here (semantically, using a select statement is equivalent to adding
a dedicated edge for each possible choice).
Another addition made in Uppaal is the notion of urgent and committed
locations. If an automaton is in one of these locations, time must not pass. In
a committed location, it additionally holds that the next edge taken must be
an outgoing edge of one of the committed locations. A similar notion holds for
urgent synchronization channels.
2.3

Running Example

As an example, we model a street intersection with traffic lights and cars that
try to cross the intersection.
For this, we want to have a network of multiple traffic light automata and
multiple car automata. In Uppaal, a timed automaton is specified using a
(parametrized) template that can be instantiated arbitrarily often. Consequently,
we only need to define one traffic light template and one car template.
We use a traffic light template similar to the one in Figure 1. However, since
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we have several traffic lights at our intersection, we want to synchronize them.
For this, we extend the automaton in Figure 1 using a channel announceRed so
that an automaton can only switch to green if another traffic light automaton
switches to red at the same moment. The result can be seen in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Template for a traffic light with synchronization

We also want to model cars. A car should wait at some traffic light and may
only drive if the light is green. It then takes at least five time units to cross the
intersection. The car template is shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Template for a car

Communication between a car and its traffic light is done through the greenNotifyCar[] array of channels. Each traffic light is instantiated with a parameter id. A traffic light can then notify cars while it’s in the Green location using
the greenNotifyCar[id] channel. A car is instantiated with a parameter light
specifying the id of the traffic light it waits at. It stays in the Waiting location
and enters the location Driving when the signal greenNotifyCar[light]! is
issued.
The necessary channels as well as some constants and useful integer range
types are declared globally (Listing 4.1).

const int numlights = 4; const int numcars = 2;
chan greenNotifyCar[numlights]; chan announceRed;
typedef int [0, numlights−1] LightId;
typedef int [0, numcars−1] CarId;



Listing 4.1. Global definitions of our traffic light project

For a car, we only declare the clock c that is used in the graphical definition
of the template. We note that variable declarations for a template are only
accessible (due to variable scope rules) to the instantiated automata of this
template (and each automaton has its own copy). Consequently, a car’s clock c
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is different from all other clocks c (particularly the one used in the traffic light
template).
Finally, for the traffic light, we declare its clock c and an integer variable
count in the range [0,100] (Listing 4.2). We also define the function incrCounter()
that increments count as long as the variable does not overflow. This is necessary
since Uppaal checks whether integer variable ranges are honored at verification
time and aborts with an error if they are not.

clock c; const int max = 100; int[0, max] count = 0;
void incrCounter() { if (count < max) count++; }



Listing 4.2. Definitions for the TrafficLight template

2.4

Semantics of Networks of Timed Automata

The semantics of a network of timed automata in Uppaal are defined in the
following way (similar to a labeled transition system) [1]:
A state is determined by the active locations of the automata, as well as the
variable- and clock values. More concretely, we write a state as a vector of functions (L, V, C) where L maps each timed automaton in the network to its active
location, V maps each variable to its integer value, and C (the clock valuation)
maps each clock in the network to its clock value. In the following, we say a
state is valid if the invariants of its current locations are fulfilled. The initial
state (L0 , V0 , C0 ) is determined by the initial locations L0 as specified in each
automaton, the initial integer values V0 as specified in the code, and C0 = 0
(every clock starts at value 0).
α
Let → be a relation such that s −
→ s0 :⇔ (s, α, s0 ) ∈→ if and only if the
system can transition from state s to state s0 with an action α. Hence, the
network’s behavior is well-defined if we define the relation → that specifies for
each state which states are valid successor states. Notice that for any state there
will typically be more than one successor state according to →. In this case,
the transition is chosen nondeterministically (which for the purposes of model
checking means that all possibilities are explored). It is also possible that a state
does not have any successor state. This is often due to modeling errors. For
example, if some location invariant is too restrictive (or even contradictory),
then this location may never be entered due to the definitions below.
We differentiate between two basic kinds of transitions: delay transitions progress
time, and action transitions fire edges.
Delay Transitions Let (L, V, C) be a state. For some d ∈ R, let C + d be
the clock valuation that adds d to each clock value in C. A delay transition
d
(L, V, C) −
→ (L, V, C + d) is possible if and only if for all 0 ≤ d0 ≤ d, (L, V, C + d0 )
is a valid state, L does not contain an urgent or committed location, and no
urgent synchronization is enabled. This means that a delay transition progresses
time, but does not change the active locations or variable values. It is only
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possible if the result (and all intermediate time states passed) fulfill the necessary
invariants. Also, active committed or urgent locations/synchronization channels
forbid the passing of time. For example, if a traffic light automaton A (Figure
2) is in the Yellow location and c==0, then the state (A 7→ Yellow, V, c 7→ 0) has
a delay successor (A 7→ Yellow, V, c 7→ 3.1415), but not (A 7→ Yellow, V, c 7→ 6)
because of the invariant c<=5.
Action Transitions Action transitions may again be split into three kinds:
Simple Edge Action Transition: For an edge e in an automaton A from locaa
tion l to l0 with empty synchronization label, an action transition (L, V, C) −
→
(L0 , V 0 , C 0 ) is possible if and only if the following holds:
–
–
–
–
–
–

(L, V, C) fulfills e’s guard.
L0 is the same as L, except that L0 (A) = l0 .
V 0 emerges from V by executing e’s update statement on V .
C 0 emerges from C by resetting the clocks specified in e’s update statement.
(L0 , V 0 , C 0 ) is a valid state.
No automaton is in a committed state according to L, or l is committed.

In the above example, the state (A 7→ Green, V, c 7→ 17) has a successor state
(A 7→ Yellow, V, c 7→ 0).
Binary Synchronization Edge Action Transition: For an edge e in an automaton
A from location l to l0 with synchronization label b! for some channel b, an
a
action transition (L, V, C) −
→ (L0 , V 0 , C 0 ) is possible if and only if there is a
timed automaton A∗ with an edge e∗ labeled b? from location l∗ to l∗0 such that:
–
–
–
–

(L, V, C) fulfills the guards of e and e∗ .
L0 is the same as L, except that L0 (A) = l0 and L0 (A∗ ) = l∗0 .
V 0 emerges from V by executing first e’s, then e∗ ’s update statement on V .1
C 0 emerges from C by resetting the clocks specified in e’s and e∗ ’s update
statements.
– (L0 , V 0 , C 0 ) is a valid state.
– No automaton is in a committed state according to L, or l or l∗ is committed.

Notice that this means that neither an edge with label b! nor an edge with
label b? can fire without synchronizing with another automaton. The conditions above also imply that both edges fire simultaneously and there is not any
intermediate state where only one edge transition has had effect.
For example, if we consider a network of two traffic lights A, B (two instances
of Figure 2), then ([A 7→ Yellow, B 7→ Red], countB 7→ 3, cA 7→ 5) has an action
successor state ([A 7→ Red, B 7→ Green], countB 7→ 4, cA 7→ 5) by synchronizing
over the announceRed channel.
1

the order of execution was determined by experiment and is not documented. If
possible, refrain from depending on it.
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Broadcast Synchronization Action Transition: Consider an edge e in an automaton A from location l to l0 with synchronization label b! for some broadcast
channel b.
Let S = {e1 , . . . , ek } be a maximal set of edges from locations li to li0 respectively
such that (for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k)
– e1 , . . . , ek belong to k different automata A1 , . . . , Ak , Ai 6= A in the network.
– ei is labeled with b?
– The guard of ei is satisfied with respect to the state (L, V, C).
a

An action transition (L, V, C) −
→ (L0 , V 0 , C 0 ) for S is possible if and only if
–
–
–
–

(L, V, C) fulfills the guard of e.
L0 is the same as L, except that L0 (A) = l0 and L0 (Ai ) = li0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
V 0 emerges from V by executing the update statement of e, e1 , . . . , ek on V .2
C 0 emerges from C by resetting the clocks specified in the update statements
of e and e1 , . . . , ek .
– (L0 , V 0 , C 0 ) is a valid state.
– No automaton is in a committed location according to L, or at least one
location in {l, l1 , . . . , lk } is committed.

This introduces transitions similar to binary synchronization transitions. However, broadcast synchronization edges never block (i.e. the broadcasting edge e
is active even if there is no other automaton to synchronize with). Because we
require the set S to be maximal, when a b! broadcast edge fires, all edges with
the b? label that can synchronize with e are fired simultaneously with e.

3

Model Verification using Uppaal

In this section, we will discuss model verification methods, capabilities and limitations of Uppaal [1], and explain the query language TCTL and traces.
3.1

Methods of Model Checking

In general, model checking is based on exploring the complete reachable state
space and checking validity of a verification query in this manner. This has the
distinct advantage that the result of a model checking query is definite proof
or disproof of the corresponding model property since all possibilities of model
behavior were checked. In the case of timed automata, simple exhaustive exploration of the complete state space cannot be done since typically, the state space
is uncountably infinite. For example, for a network of timed automata without location invariants or urgent/committed locations, each state has an infinite
number of delay successors, one for each nonnegative real number. However, intuitively, most delay transitions do not actually have any noticeable effect on the
state of the model other than slightly different clock values [2]. If, for example,
2

the order of execution is not subject to nondeterminism but fixed and undocumented.
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a car automaton (Figure 3) is in the Driving location, then the only interesting
delay transitions are those that cause the edge guard c>=5 to become true. Other
delay transitions do not have any effect on the location, the variable state, or on
the set of edges that may be taken next.
Using this idea, the effective (so called symbolic) state space can be drastically
reduced in size by collapsing all states that only differ in their clock values
and represent equivalent states in the above sense [2]. We can observe that
constants in clock (in-)equalities in Uppaal are integers and consequently, two
states that only differ in clock values ranging between two consecutive integers,
and preserve the natural ordering of clock values, can be considered equivalent.
Also, as soon as all clocks pass the largest constant that is used in an invariant
or guard, further delay transitions do not have any meaningful effect, so such
states are considered equivalent as well. Using these two observations, we can
see that the symbolic state space, using equivalence classes of clock values, is
finite. Notice that this statement only holds because the set of locations and the
set of possible bounded integer variable values are finite as well. The technique
used in Uppaal is even more aggressive in aggregating states with similar clock
values into equivalence classes (based on the idea that not only the next biggest
integer value must be crossed but also some invariant (in-)equality, for anything
significant to happen) [2]. In Uppaal, the clock valuation equivalence classes are
called zones and they are each represented by a set of linear inequalities over
clock variables. The model checking algorithm is then done on the zone graph
which is a finite representation of the model’s behavior [2].
3.2

The State Explosion Problem

State explosion refers to the fact that models easily induce an exponential-size
state space. Even for our seemingly simple traffic light example, changing the
parameters of the model can easily cause the state space to become prohibitively
large:
First, this can be done by increasing the constant max in the traffic light template. Uppaal cannot collapse states that differ in their variable values and thus,
increasing the constant max (Listing 4.2) increases its contribution to the state
space to a factor of nmax for n traffic lights. A deadlock check with two traffic
lights and max = 100 takes about 2 seconds, for max = 1000 about 17 seconds
(and about 200 MiB space), for max = 10000, it takes 3 minutes and 1.6 GiB
memory.
Furthermore, we could increase the number of cars and/or traffic light automata.
This quickly increases the state space since there are many possible interleavings
of action transitions. For example, keeping max=100, the deadlock verification
process for three traffic lights, with two cars each, ends without result by exceeding 32-bit addressable memory space after several minutes.
The state explosion problem is inherent to model checking. However, some
state reduction methods can be applied for Uppaal. For example, omitting
unnecessary variables like count that are not actually used. Also, marking locations as committed/urgent reduces the number of possible interleavings of state
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transitions. Other best practices can be found in [1]. In general, it is beneficial
to restrict the model as much as possible while keeping all necessary realistic
behavior.
3.3

TCTL

Uppaal allows to specify verifiable properties of a model using a subset of Timed
Computation Tree Logic (TCTL) [3]. TCTL formulae are based on the idea that
the state space of a transition system can be understood as a (possibly infinite)
tree: Any node in the tree represents a state. The root of the tree is a node
representing the initial state. A tree node for a state s0 is a child node of a node
representing a state s if and only if there is a transition s → s0 . Notice that by
construction, there may be an arbitrary number of nodes representing the same
state.
A path is a (possibly infinite) path in the tree graph. A maximal path is a path
that is either
– finite and the last state has no outgoing transition
or
– infinite and there are infinitely many action transitions on the path
Uppaal supports TCTL-like queries in the form [1]:
– A[] Exp – Exp holds in all states on all paths (Exp holds invariantly).
– E<> Exp – there is a path with a state in that Exp holds. (Exp holds in at
least one reachable state)
– E[] Exp – there is a maximal path such that in every state Exp holds.
– A<> Exp – on all maximal paths there is a state where Exp holds.
– Exp1 --> Exp2 – in any state on any maximal path where Exp1 holds, there
is an (indirect) successor state (or the same one) on that path that fulfills
Exp2. (Exp1 leads to Exp2)
Above, Exp can be any boolean Uppaal expression without side-effects.
Notice that Uppaal cannot handle nested TCTL formulae, for example, A[]
(Exp1 imply A<> Exp2) (although this particular expression is equivalent to
Exp1 --> Exp2).
Moreover, Uppaal supports a special deadlock expression. A state s is a deadlock state if there is no sequence of transitions s → s1 → · · · → sk that contains
an action transition (i.e. no action transition will be able to fire from a deadlock
state or any of its delay successors). However, Uppaal currently limits the use
of the deadlock expression to A[] and E<> queries.
Some interesting example queries for our traffic light model are:
– A<> forall (i:LightId) forall (j:CarId) Car(i,j).Safe (false)
• On all maximal paths, there is a state where all cars are safe.
– E<> forall (i:LightId) forall (j:CarId) Car(i,j).Safe (true)
• There is a reachable state where all cars are safe.
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– A[] not (exists(i:LightId) TrafficLight(i).Red and
exists (j:CarId) Car(i,j).Driving) (false)
• In all reachable states, it holds that no car drives while its light is red.
– TrafficLight(0).Yellow --> TrafficLight(0).Red
• Whenever the traffic light is yellow, there inevitably is a following state
where it is red.
3.4

Traces

A trace is a representation of a finite subpath. In the context of MechatronicUML, we are mainly interested in diagnostic traces that result from verification. A diagnostic trace shows a sequence of states and transitions leading to a
state related to the query (e.g., proving reachability or disproving an invariant
property). Uppaal distinguishes between symbolic and concrete traces. A concrete trace is a direct representation of a finite subpath as described above.
A symbolic trace is a trace on the zone graph (which is similar to the trees
used for TCTL description but states are collapsed into equivalence classes as
detailed in Section 3.1). Therefore, in a symbolic trace, each state equivalence
class basically describes the current locations of the timed automata, concrete
variable values, and a range of clock values that are plausible considering the
previous state transitions.

4

Uppaal in the MechatronicUML Process

MechatronicUML provides transparent Uppaal-based model checking for its
models. We give an overview of the current process as developed by Christopher
Gerking [2]. Further details are also provided in other seminar theses [4, 5, 12].
MechatronicUML uses real-time statecharts are for modeling protocol behavior. For model checking, those statecharts are transformed into an equivalent
Uppaal network of timed automata. Specifically, a real-time statechart model
is first transformed to an Uppaal model in a format conforming to an EMF
metamodel (as developed in [2, p. 71]) using a series of model-to-model transformations [5]. In this process, the gap arising from MechatronicUML’s more
expressible syntax and certain semantic features that are not supported by Uppaal is bridged. The resulting model is adequate for Uppaal but represented
using an EMF concrete syntax rather than the xml-based format Uppaal uses.
This is solved by a model-to-text transformation.
Then, Uppaal is used to proof or disproof a query which the user currently has
to specify relative to the transformed Uppaal model. In the future, MechatronicUML is supposed to have its own verification query language so that
queries can be specified relative to the original model and then automatically
translated to a corresponding Uppaal query [6].
Finally, for certain queries, Uppaal also yields a trace in a text format which
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is strongly tied to the Uppaal model. This trace is parsed, which yields an instance of an Uppaal trace metamodel (as introduced in [2, p. 94]). This EMF
Uppaal trace model (which still references Uppaal states) is transformed into a
MechatronicUML trace model using model-to-model transformations, mapping the Uppaal states to corresponding MechatronicUML snapshots [4].
The resulting sequence of MechatronicUML snapshots can be shown graphically in terms of the MechatronicUML model.
As described in Section 3.2, state explosion is a serious inherent problem
of the model checking approach. MechatronicUML partially solves this by
changing the scope of the verified model: (smaller) parts of the model are verified
independently of each other. Consequently, the state space size of these small
subparts is more manageable. However, since real-time statecharts are generally
more expressible than an Uppaal model, the translated model may still be rather
large even for seemingly small real-time statecharts. Therefore, it is imperative
to keep the state space of the resulting Uppaal model as small as possible in
order to ensure being able to verify requirements in reasonable time.

5

Conclusion

We introduced the model checker Uppaal with a definition of networked timed
automata and modeled an example traffic light system with it. Since the state
space of networked timed automata is inherently infinite, states need to be collapsed into equivalence classes for model checking. However, while verification
queries are therefore theoretically decidable, the symbolic state space quickly
becomes prohibitively large. Consequently, Uppaal models should be designed
with great care in order to reduce the size of the reachable state space. In
MechatronicUML, we must actively consider state reduction methods (as
briefly mentioned in Section 3.2) for the transformation.
We also described Uppaal’s verification query language and its limitations.
This imposes restrictions to be considered when adding a dedicated MechatronicUML verification query language.
Finally, we gave an overview of the current use of Uppaal in the MechatronicUML process. One goal of the Cybertron project group will be to improve
upon this approach.
5.1

Future Development

For future development and as potential goals for the project group, we should
consider tying the MechatronicUML-Uppaal transformation to the query
that is supposed to be verified. This may become a requirement as soon as
we add a dedicated verification query language to MechatronicUML. For
example, assume that this language should support real-time requirements such
as “at most 1 second may pass between entering states crash detected and airbag
inflated ”. A query in this form cannot be directly translated to TCTL. However,
by adding a dedicated clock that is reset upon entering crash detected and an
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extra indicator automaton to the model that synchronizes with the interesting
edges, this requirement can be easily modeled in terms of Uppaal’s capabilities.
Furthermore, Uppaal allows the user to choose between symbolic and concrete diagnostic (counterexample) traces. On one hand, it can be easily seen that
symbolic traces carry more information. Any symbolic trace can be converted
to a concrete trace by choosing the minimal concrete clock values from of the
symbolic trace equivalence classes (cf. Section 3.4). On the other hand, concrete
traces are a less complicated representation of system states and may be more
easily understood by domain experts than symbolic traces.
In the currently applied verification approach (Section 4), Uppaal is run using
the flag requesting concrete traces. However, because they offer more information, it might be beneficial to use symbolic traces supplied by Uppaal and map
them to a MechatronicUML trace model preserving the equivalence classes.
Then, an option for showing a concrete trace can also be easily implemented if
the user prefers them. In the project group, we should discuss whether the advantages of this specific improvement justify the development effort to implement
it.
Finally, Uppaal offers several verification options including state space search
order, state reduction methods, and whether or not to apply approximation
methods. These impact how much time/space is needed for verification and
some options affect the correctness of the result. In the project group, we should
evaluate what combination of Uppaal settings we should use to verify the transformed models.
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Abstract. Cyber-physical systems typically operate in safety-critical
contexts where design-errors in communication protocols lead to lifethreatening situations. In order to avoid such errors, domain-specific
modeling languages like MechatronicUML enable us to verify protocols regarding specified requirements at design-time. Concretely, the
MechatronicUML environment provides a transparent verification approach, translating the domain-specific models into the input format of
the real-time model checker Uppaal. Vice-versa, the generation of counterexamples is intended through a back-translation from the Uppaal
model checking results into a developer-friendly output format. The main
purpose of this thesis is to discuss requirements for the back-translation’s
output and to give an overview of current limitations. Hence, this thesis
provides a well-summarized foundation for improvements through future
work by the project group Cybertron.

1

Introduction

Cyber-physical systems occasionally operate in environments where software errors lead to life-threatening situations. For instance, a cyber-physical system can
operate in the public traffic where cars coordinate each other through message
protocols. Obviously, erroneous protocols strongly increase the possibility of an
accident.
MechatronicUML is a domain-specific language which enables developers to model a precise specification of such protocols [1]. It relies on dedicated
meta-models and provides basically a foundation for model-driven solutions [2].
Using Real-Time Statecharts (RTSCs) of MechatronicUML, Figure 1 introduces a street crossing as a natural example. RTSCs are state-based behavior
specification models, which are used for defining the behavior of components.
Within such a situation, we have exactly two roles, the Car and the (central)
Traffic light. The first one describes cars, which wait in front of the street crossing (eventually after driving around for some time) and request for allowance to
cross the street. Referring to the latter role, a traffic light receives such requests
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Fig. 1. Protocol: Street Crossing

and gives an acknowledgement if a safe crossing is possible – i.e. no other car is
crossing the street at the moment.
MechatronicUML’s formal approach enables the use of fully automatic
verification techniques, such as model checking, in order to perform a validation of the protocol at design-time. Concretely, a transparent model checking for
MechatronicUML has been developed by Gerking [3], using the well-known
Real-Time Model Checker Uppaal [4]. Figure 2 illustrates this technique. At
first, it translates MechatronicUML models into a verification-oriented syntax, which serves as input format for Uppaal. Moreover, the developer provides
a formally defined requirement beforehand, which will be checked by Uppaal.
If Uppaal confirms this requirement, the overall process is done due to the
semantics-preserving character of the translations output format – i.e. the requirement is also fulfilled for the original design-model. Otherwise, the developer
needs to debug the protocol specification through a Check/Analyze/Fix loop until the requirement is fulfilled. In each iteration of this loop, Uppaal provides a
trace, which is a path inside the system’s state space and provides hints to the
violation’s cause. However, the effort and success of the analysis part strongly depends on the trace’s accessibility regarding the developer’s technical knowledge.
Due to extreme differences between the verification-oriented syntax of Uppaal
and the original MechatronicUML model, it is difficult for the developer to
filter the important information out of Uppaal’s trace. Hence, Gerking’s approach describes a back-translation, which brings Uppaal’s trace back to the
MechatronicUML level, resulting in a MechatronicUML trace.
However, Gerking mentioned several shortcomings in terms of completeness
of MechatronicUML traces. For example, concrete clock and variable values
are missing, though they are possibly important for understanding the violation’s
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Fig. 2. Gerking’s Transparent Model Checking (partly adapted from [3])

cause. Moreover, the previous work only provides a provisorily implemented visualization of MechatronicUML traces without considering the requirements
of the stakeholders. Therefore, this thesis provides a well-summarized foundation
for future improvements by the project group Cybertron.
This thesis is structured as follows: We provide background knowledge regarding the current back-translation approach in Section 2. Section 3 discusses
requirements for MechatronicUML traces with reference to potential stakeholders. In Section 4, we describe all discovered limitations of the back-translation
and give a brief discussion of possible solutions. Eventually, we conclude the
thesis in Section 5 and give an outlook for concrete tasks of the project group
Cybertron.

2

Background: Back-Translation Phase of the
Uppaal-based MechatronicUML Model Checking

This sections gives an overview of general concepts regarding the back-translation
phase. Since the back-translation strongly depends on the preceding translation
from MechatronicUML into Uppaal’s verification-oriented syntax, we give
a short introduction to this procedure first. Afterwards, we describe the backtranslation in more detail, especially focusing on the meta-models for both kinds
of traces.
The translation from MechatronicUML to Uppaal’s verification-oriented
syntax consists of a chain of model transformations [3]. At first, it transforms the
MechatronicUML model into several intermediate models, reducing syntactical differences between MechatronicUML and Uppaal’s verification-oriented
syntax in each step. Eventually, it performs a semantics-preserving migration to
Uppaal’s syntax. While we won’t discuss the concrete model-to-model transformations in detail1 , it is important to know that each transformation step
preserves the traceability [6] of the original model elements. That means, each
1

See D. Schubert’s thesis [5] for further details about the translation from MechatronicUML to Uppaal
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time a transformation has been applied, the procedure creates connection links
between the original and the resulting elements. Thus, traceability links can
guide us back to the original MechatronicUML elements easily. The backtranslation phase of Gerking’s approach fully relies on the traceability. Hence,
it cannot be applied if there was no translation from MechatronicUML to
Uppaal beforehand.
The back-translation operates as follows: If Uppaal detects a violation of a
given requirement, it returns a trace in text form, referring to Uppaal’s syntax.
Concretely, Uppaal’s trace is a path inside the zone graph [7], which corresponds to the runtime behavior of our real-time system. Uppaal traces consist
of an alternating sequence of transitions and snapshots. Whereas transitions symbolize the passing of time or concrete operations, snapshots represent variable
valuations (e.g. for message buffers) and active locations in terms of Uppaal’s
Networks of Timed Automata (NTA) [8, 9].
In the following, the back-translation phase parses the textual trace into
a processible Uppaal trace model. Since Uppaal provides no meta-model for
traces by itself, the current approach uses a custom meta-model as shown in
Gerking’s Master Thesis [3]. This preprocessing is necessary, since the very
essence of the back-translation is basically a model-driven solution. Thus, the
resulting trace model is the starting point for further model-to-model transformations.
Beginning at the Uppaal trace model, the back-translation performs an incremental inverse resolution. This means, it reverses the prior translation towards Uppaal step by step back again to the MechatronicUML level, exploiting the traceability links. Hereby, RTSC zone graphs2 serve as the target
meta-model of the model-to-model trace migration. The mechanism of inverse
resolution eventually relates active locations from the Uppaal trace to active
states inside RTSCs – i.e associating every location with the original MechatronicUML state that it emerged from. Figure 3 illustrates the exploitation
of the traceability links, using our running example. Concretely, it compares a
snapshot of the resulting Uppaal trace with one of the corresponding MechatronicUML trace. Furthermore, active elements are highlighted and the connections between Uppaal’s locations and RTSC states represent the traceability
links.
Additionally, there exists a prototypical implementation of the whole transparent model checking approach. Technically, this implementation makes strong
use of the Eclipse Modeling Framework 3 (EMF) for meta-modeling, XText 4 for
parsing, and the model-to-model transformation language QVTo 5 . Furthermore,
the latter one provides a built-in traceability mechanism.
2

3
4
5

Reuse of previous work towards the reachability analysis for MechatronicUMLbased systems [10]
http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
http://www.eclipse.org/Xtext/
http://projects.eclipse.org/projects/modeling.mmt.qvt-oml
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Fig. 3. From Uppaal to MechatronicUML through traceability (adapted from [3])

Nevertheless, this implementation partly disregards potential requirements
of the stakeholders [3]. Therefore, we firstly give a set of requirements in the
next section before discussing concrete limitations in the following.

3

Requirements for MechatronicUML Traces

In its current state, the implementation only focuses on the back-translation
itself, disregarding the trace’s value for the whole debugging process. Thus, this
section gives a set of requirements for MechatronicUML traces with reference
to the involved stakeholders.
According to the work of Piskachev [5], basically the safety analyst, and the
component engineer cooperate in the debugging process of coordination protocols. Whereas the safety analyst detects violations of previous defined requirements, the component engineer modifies the protocol’s RTSCs. Hence, it’s mainly
the task of the component engineer to fix violations of requirements. Since it
is the component engineer who makes strong use of the generates MechatronicUML trace, we define the requirements with reference to his background
knowledge. Concretely, a MechatronicUML trace should
1) provide all the information that is necessary for understanding the violation’s
cause,
2) provide a decent usability for the analysis procedure, i.e. the trace
1.1) hides parts of the runtime behavior that are not relevant,
2.2) is visualized in a familiar way for the developer.
Firstly, requirement (1) refers mainly to the completeness of the information,
that is part of a trace’s snapshot. Requirement (2) describes general usability aspects, ensuring a decent comprehensibility of MechatronicUML traces.
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Concretely, requirement (2.1) restricts our completeness requirement (1) by excluding irrelevant information. Furthermore, requirement (2.2) states that a visualization should adapt to the developer’s background knowledge.
By analyzing the output of the back-translation’s implementation, we’ve observed that the resulting MechatronicUML traces do not meet most of our
requirements. Hence, the next section provides an overview of all discovered
limitations.

4

Limitations of the Current Back-Translation Approach

Though Gerking’s approach provides a well-working translation back to the
MechatronicUML level, the evaluation of the resulting MechatronicUML
traces has revealed several limitations. This section discusses all determined
limitations. Moreover, we approximately classify each limitation with its corresponding effort for developing a solution.
4.1

Missing information

First of all, MechatronicUML traces are restricted to active states while missing possibly important information. Thus, the current approach does not meet
our requirement for completeness.
Variable values MechatronicUML traces don’t provide any information
about variable values. Since a violation of a property possibly relies on such values, adding such information would greatly enhance the accessibility of MechatronicUML traces. For instance, the violation of our running example relies
on the fact that the variable free changes its value to true somewhen during the
execution. Hence, knowledge about the valuation of free is useful, to understand
why the traffic light changes to its accepted state eventually.
Such values will be parsed from Uppaal’s textual trace already, and the
RTSC zone graph meta-model also supports the modeling of variable values.
Hence, this limitation is only attributed to an incomplete transformation from
the Uppaal trace model to MechatronicUML.6 According to our classification, we estimate the effort, required for providing variable values in MechatronicUML traces, with very low.
Clock values Similar to the absence of variable values, MechatronicUML
traces lack in terms of missing clock values, though they are possibly important
for understanding the violation’s cause. According to our running example, the
violation of one formal requirement relies on the difference between the car’s
maximal duration for crossing the street (50 seconds) and the timeout (after 30
seconds) that could happen while the traffic light is staying in its accepted state.
6
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The absence of clock values inside MechatronicUML traces does not only
rely on an incomplete transformation, but also on the limited support for clock
values inside the RTSC zone graph meta-model. While it generally provides
elements for modeling such values, there exist issues on the implementation
level.7 In general, one solution consists of adding suitable modeling support
for clock values. We estimate the effort, required for providing clock values in
MechatronicUML traces, with low.
Asynchronous message exchange Furthermore, MechatronicUML traces
do not provide any information about messages inside buffers, or on connectors.
According to our running example, another violation is possible if a car tries to
report a failure (e.g. if unable to crossing the whole street) but the message gets
lost on its way and never arrives the traffic light. This is possible due to the
fact, that MechatronicUML also enables us to model the loss of messages [1].
Obviously, information about the buffer’s contents would simplify the analysis
of the violation. Moreover, omitting such information leads to traces without
any considerable progress in some parts, since the active states remain the same
while there is only progress in the underlying structure.
Uppaal traces basically contain such information in terms of global variable
values. Hence, the task remains to interpret those values and map them to their
specific message buffers and connectors for every single RTSC instance. Unfortunately, the RTSC zone graph meta-model currently disregards asynchronous
message exchange concepts.8 Hence, it firstly needs an extension by suitable concepts. We estimate the effort, required for providing message exchange concepts
in MechatronicUML traces, with high.
Firing transitions Next to the previous shortcomings, MechatronicUML
traces do not provide any information about transitions that have been fired.
Since a precise information about firing transitions is obviously important to
discover the violation’s cause, this is a serious shortcoming.
Technically, this issue results from an imprecise parsing of Uppaal’s textual trace. The parser identifies NTA edges only by obtaining the source and
the target location.9 Hence, in case of more than one transition between two
states there there exists the possibility of ambiguous results. Moreover, the visualization disregards firing translations completely. Therefore, we estimate the
effort, required for providing firing transitions in MechatronicUML traces,
with average.
4.2

Gaps in the seamless sequence of state activations

Focusing on firing transitions again, we observed that transition deadlines cause
gaps in the seamless sequence of state activations. This means, we have a snap7
8
9
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shot (between the firing transitions’s source and target state), where none of the
states is active, since the time-consuming transition is active itself. According
to our running example again, this is the case when the car’s RTSC instance
returns from the failsafe state to its crossing state. By doing this, the car starts
its motor again, what takes up to 3 seconds. Figure 4 illustrates the shortcoming
of the resulting MechatronicUML trace.

...

...

Fig. 4. Gaps inside a MechatronicUML trace

This observation results from the missing support for time-consuming transitions in the RTSC zone graph meta-model and hence affects our requirement for
completeness. 10 Since time-consuming transitions are modeled as intermediate
locations in Uppaal [5], such locations need to be resolved back to the RTSC
transitions. We estimate the effort, required for filling such gaps with the correct
information about active transitions, with average.
4.3

Visualization of MechatronicUML traces

Lastly, the current approach only provides a provisorily implemented visualization of MechatronicUML traces which is based on the GraphViz 11 tool.
Moreover, this visualization differs much from MechatronicUML’s concrete
syntax, disregarding our requirement that a visualization should be familiar to
the stakeholders.12 Furthermore it lacks at several points, like tending to very
long MechatronicUML traces for complex coordination protocols, restricting
the trace’s comprehensibility. As a consequence, we need to discover new ways
for a suitable visualization of MechatronicUML traces.
Previous research towards error traces usually focuses on the minimization
of the trace’s length – e.g. [11, 12]. Hereby, most approaches rely on modifying
the underlying model checking algorithm. In our case, it’s i.a. possible to partly
influence Uppaal’s output by choosing between a shortest trace (i.e aiming
a trace with few snapshots) or a fastest trace (i.e. minimizes the passing of
time).13 Hence, this options could help us to improve the comprehensibility of
MechatronicUML traces.
10
11
12
13
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See further information about the variety of Uppaal’s traces in the thesis of J.
Bobolz [9]
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Furthermore, the concept of breakpoints could be established within the domain of MechatronicUML. Similarly to the debugging of imperative programs, MechatronicUML traces could be analyzed in a controlled environment. That means, we give the developer the ability to skip not relevant runtime behavior inside the MechatronicUML trace and to stop at snapshots,
which are considered to be relevant for the violation of the property. Such a
playback mechanism for visualization of domain-specific traces (based on UML
Statecharts) has been successfully applied by previous research in terms of the
plugin Theseus for the ArgoUML CASE tool [13].
Another feature of Theseus is the visualization by using a UML sequence
diagram, providing a convenient way for observing the message flow. Moreover,
Uppaal provides similar functionality for returning error traces as a sequence
diagram like output format [4], potentially simplifying a transfer to the MechatronicUML domain. While plain sequence diagrams give a good overview of
the exchange of messages between the roles, in contrast to a simple playback
mechanism, they disregard most of the information that is also relevant (e.g.
active states). Thus, potential future work should consider a trade-off between
the two concepts.
To infer, the lack of a solid base for developing a suitable visualization complicates remarkable improvements. Therefore, we estimate the effort with very
high.

5

Conclusion and Outlook

In this thesis, we’ve given an overview of Gerking’s back-translation approach
and collected all yet discovered limitations of translating Uppaal’s traces back
to the MechatronicUML level. Moreover, this thesis gives brief explanations
to possible solutions, providing potential tasks of the project group Cybertron.
Though the current approach provides a well-working back-translation and
most limitations only involve minor extensions, the challenges lie in the implementation. Since the value of MechatronicUML traces would greatly benefit
from adding the missing information, this task should be considered in the first
place. In the case of variable values, clock values, and firing/time-consuming
transitions, it mostly requires minor changes to the RTSC runtime meta-model
and extensions to the model-to-model transformations. Only for adding information about message buffers and connectors, it needs additionally a complex
parsing and mapping task of Uppaal’s global declarations to the corresponding MechatronicUML elements. Furthermore, the visualization needs to be
fully reimplemented, since the current approach does not provide a solid base for
future improvements. Hence, creating a visualization that fulfills all obtained requirements of Section 3 is not a trivial task. Moreover, in comparison to the issue
of missing information this is more a nice-to-have feature and should be considered with less priority. Nevertheless, in our opinion, the debugging of coordination protocols would greatly benefit from a playback functionality as described
in Section 4, since it strongly adapts to a developer’s background knowledge (e.g.
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obtained by working with the well-known Eclipse Debugger14 ). Lastly, there is
the need to evaluate these solutions whether they actually fulfill our obtained
requirements.
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Abstract. Today’s cyber-physical systems, like cars, contain a huge
amount of software component instances (SCIs) which are executed on
several electronics control units (ECUs). Furthermore, these cyber-physical
systems can adapt theirselves to environmental changes by reconfiguring
the SCIs that are executed on the ECUs. However, the hardware platform
of a premium car is assembled of 70 to 100 ECUs. Therefore, a mapping
of SCIs to ECUs has to be specified. Such mappings are specified with an
allocation model. However, state-of-the-art allocation model do not consider reconfiguration of SCIs during allocation modeling. In this paper,
we present first concepts for an allocation model, which takes reconfiguration into account, for our modeling language MechatronicUML. We
define our requirements and give a survey of state-of-the-art allocation
models.

1

Introduction

A major concern in the design of cyber-physical systems is the development of
software. For instance, in the automotive industries “more than 80 percent of
car innovations come from computer systems and [...] software has become the
major contributor of value”1 .
An example of such systems is the Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control
(CACC) system, which extends the conventional cruise control system by ensuring an appropriate distance to a preceding car and a Car2Car communication
to exchange information about the traffic-flow, e.g., to recognize braking or traffic jams early [1]. For the realization of such a behavior, the CACC system is
not working in isolation, but cooperates with different interconnected subsystems, e.g., acceleration and braking, and the preceding car [1]. Furthermore, the
CACC system has to operate with respect to real-time requirements to avoid
human harm. The coordination of different systems and safety-critical aspects
increase the complexity of software development for cyber-physical systems. To
cope with the complex task of software development for cyber-physical system
MechatronicUML [2, 3] has been developed. MechatronicUML provides a
component-based method for the development and verification of software for
1
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cyber-physical systems. In MechatronicUML functions are encapsulated in
software component instances (SCIs) and their behavior is specified via RealTime Statecharts [2]. Figure 1 shows an exemplary configuration of SCIs for
the CACC system. The SCI red:Car represents the SCIs of a red car. The SCI
red:Car contains a SCI driveControl:DriveControl, which is responsible for braking and acceleration, and a SCI cacc:CACC, which represents the CACC system.
The cacc:CACC and driveControl:DriveControl SCIs are connected to cooperate with each other. The SCI blue:Car represents the SCIs of a blue car in form
of a black-box. The SCI red:Car and blue:Car are connected with each other to
realize message exchanges between both cars for the Car2Car communication of
the CACC system.
However, from the red car’s point of view the SCI cacc:CACC is not needed
all time, visualized by the dashed lines. If the red car drives autonomously, the
CACC system is not needed, and thus not instantiated. Once the preceding
blue car is detected by the red car, the SCI cacc:CACC is instantiated and
starts to communicate with the preceding blue car. Thus, the software of the
red car needs to reconfigure at runtime to adapt to environmental changes.
This reconfiguration is shown in Figure 1 where the newly created SCIs and
connections are annotated with <<create>>.

blue : Car

red : Car
driveControl : DriveControl

<<create>>

<<create>>

cacc : CACC

Fig. 1. SCI configuration of the CACC system

For the execution of the CACC system, the software code of the SCIs driveControl:DriveControl and cacc:CACC has to be placed on the red car’s hardware
platform [4, 5]. The process of the placement of the SCIs’ software code to the
hardware platform is called deployment [6]. However, the hardware platform of
a premium car is assembled of 70 to 100 electronic control units (ECUs), which
execute the software code2 . Therefore, for the deployment of a cyber-physical
system, a mapping of SCIs to ECUs has to be specified that describes which
2
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SCI is executed on which ECU [5, 7]. This mapping of SCIs to ECUs is called
allocation.
An allocation has to be planned with respect to real-time requirements,
e.g., the execution time of a SCI varies on different ECUs with different CPU
speeds [5]. In addition, requirements regarding the latency of message exchanges
between SCIs have to be fulfilled [5].
To provide information for the deployment and the analysis of such requirements, allocation models are used. An allocation model specifies which SCIs
should be deployed to which ECU. Since MechatronicUML does not provide an allocation model, an allocation model for MechatronicUML has to
be developed.
For the development of an allocation model the research questions are: What
are requirements for an allocation model in MechatronicUML (Q1)? What
concepts do state-of-the-art model-driven-software-development approaches provide for allocation modeling (Q2)? What concepts shall we adapt to an allocation
model for MechatronicUML and how can reconfiguration of SCIs be considered (Q3)?
This thesis should answer these research question and is structured as follows. We present the modeling of reconfiguration in MechatronicUML in Section 2. For question (Q1) we introduce our recent work towards deployment and
allocation and derive the requirements for an allocation model in Section 3. For
question (Q2) we present a survey of allocation models in model-driven-softwaredevelopment approaches in Section 4. For question (Q3) we discuss these related
approaches and point out which concepts can we adapt to our allocation model
in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 closes the thesis with a summary and an outlook.

2

Modeling Reconfiguration in MechatronicUML

In this section, we present how reconfiguration is modeled in MechatronicUML via Story Diagrams.
MechatronicUML provides concepts for modeling reconfiguration of SCIs
to describe the adaption of the system to new environmental conditions. For
instance, the creation of the cacc:CACC SCI in the red car when the blue car is
detected, see Figure 1.
For modeling such reconfigurations of SCIs MechatronicUML uses graph
transformations [8, 9]. A graph transformation is a formal specification of structural changes for host graphs. A host graph is, in the context of SCIs, the object
graph of a concrete SCI configuration which is represented in the abstract syntax
of the software component instance metamodel [2, 8]. For example, the object
graph of the SCI configuration of the red car. A graph transformation is applied
on these host graphs. To describe structural changes, a graph transformation
consists of a left-hand-side (LHS) and a right-hand-side (RHS). Firstly, each element of the LHS is matched to exactly one element on the host graph. Secondly,
all elements which are contained in the LHS, but not in the RHS are deleted
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in the host graph and also their dangling edges. Finally, all elements which are
contained in the RHS, but not in the LHS are added to the host graph.
A variant of these graph transformations are Story Patterns [8,9]. In a Story
Pattern the LHS and the RHS of a graph transformation are merged into one
graph [8]. For the specification of a sequential execution path Story Patterns
are embedded into Story Diagrams [8]. Therefore, a Story Diagram connects
single Story Patterns into a control flow, e.g., create the SCI cacc:CACC if
the preceding blue car is detected [8]. Since Story Diagrams are applied on the
object graph in form of the abstract syntax of the software component instance
metamodel, Component Story Diagrams have been developed, which can be
applied on the concrete syntax of SCIs [8, 9]. The modeling of reconfiguration is
currently limited to the reconfiguration of SCIs on software level. Therefore, this
reconfiguration modeling has to be adapted to our allocation model to reflect
the reconfiguration of SCIs on hardware level.

3

Requirements for Allocation Models in
MechatronicUML

First steps have been done towards the deployment of SCIs to a hardware platform in MechatronicUML. However, these steps are currently working in isolation. In particular, we have developed concepts for an allocation algorithm, a
code generation and a platform-description-model, which we present in this section. Furthermore, we present the requirements derived from these steps towards
deployment, and thus gives an answer to the question what are requirements for
an allocation model in MechatronicUML (Q1).
Firstly, Dann [4] introduced a platform-description-model for MechatronicUML. This platform-description-model allows the specification of a concrete
hardware platform of a cyber-physical system as well as its resources, e.g.,
amount of memory or CPU speed. The allocation model should reference to this
platform-description-model to specify the SCI to hardware platform allocation.
Secondly, Hüwe [10] presented a concept for an allocation algorithm. This
concept not only aims at finding an appropriate allocation of SCIs to a hardware platform, but also considers possible reconfigurations of SCIs, as described
in Section 2. In addition, Hüwe [10] already developed a Deployment Specification Language [10, 11], which expresses constraints for valid allocations. The
Deployment Constraint Language references to the existing SCIs and the hardware platform model, and serves as an input for the allocation algorithm.
An allocation model for MechatronicUML must be able to reflect the output of an allocation algorithm (RE1) to be coupled with this approach. Since,
Hüewe considers the reconfiguration of SCIs, like in the CACC system, the allocation model must also be able to express possible reconfigurations (RE2).
Thirdly, Geismann [12] developed concepts for the generation of C-code out
of MechatronicUML models for the nxtOSEK operating system. For the execution of SCIs, tasks, which describe threads of code that can be executed on
an operating systems, have to be derived for the SCIs [12, 13]. Thus, Geismann
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developed a code generator, which allows the generation of C-Code and one task
for each SCI. This code generator has been evaluated on Lego Mindstorms.
For the migration of this approach to distributed cyber-physical systems,
Geismann states that a middleware is needed. This middleware should provide
services for the routing of messages in a distributed system. For the configuration of a middleware an allocation model should be used to derive this information (RE3). Furthermore, an allocation between the ports of the SCIs and
the hardware ports of the ECUs is required (RE4) to determine in which SCI
port received messages should be stored and via which hardware port messages
should be sent [12].

4

Survey of Allocation Models

This section presents existing allocation models developed in related approaches.
Thus, this section answers what concepts for allocation modeling are provided in
related approaches (Q2). The selection of literature for this survey is focused
on current state-of-the-art and wide-spread approaches for the model-drivensoftware-development of embedded real-time systems, which consider deployment and allocation. This survey should identify concepts for the design of a
MechatronicUML allocation model. The presented concepts should be used
as foundations for our allocation model regarding our requirements in Section 3.
We present the approaches exemplary for the allocation of the SCI cacc:CACC
to an ECU of the red car’s hardware platform.
4.1

MARTE

The UML2-profile Modeling and Analysis of Real-Time Embedded Systems
(MARTE) [14] is an extension of the UML2 for the model-driven-softwaredevelopment of embedded real-time systems. MARTE aims at the specification,
design and verification of software and hardware. Hence, it provides the ability
to model the hardware and software of an embedded real-time system, but does
not define a development process [14]. MARTE provides a general allocation
model, which can be refined on different levels of abstraction. In this allocation
model, application elements are allocated to platform elements.
MARTE distinguishes between different kinds of allocations, which are explained in the following.
Structural Allocation The structural allocation describes the allocation of
UML2 elements that describe the structure of an application, e.g., classes, component, to software resources, e.g., task, virtual memory, or hardware resources,
e.g., processor, memory [14]. A structural allocation of the SCI cacc:CACC is
shown in Figure 2(a).
Since a core idea of MARTE is refinement, the SCI cacc:CACC is refined
into an application element Control, which represents the executable code of
the SCI, and an application element Data, which represents the statical data,
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e.g., variables. In MARTE a platform element is not only a hardware resource,
but also a software resource. Therefore, the operating system, which runs on
the ECU, its tasks and virtual memory are also modeled, see Figure 2(a). The
virtual memory again is refined into OS Memory and Swap memory.
The application element Control is allocated with a certain deadline and
period to the task of the operating system. This temporal ordering of allocated
elements is called temporal allocation in MARTE [14]. The application element
Data is allocated to the virtual memory of the operating system. This allocation
of application elements to platform elements based on their function, is called
a spatial allocation in MARTE [14]. For instance, an application element which
represents executable behavior is allocated to a processor and an application
element which describes data, e.g., variables, is allocated to memory.
Finally, the task is spatially allocated to the processor of the ECU, which
executes this task. Furthermore, the OS Memory and Swap memory are spatially
allocated to the RAM and the FLASH memory of the ECU.

CACC
start

cacc : CACC
Control

cooperate

Data

<<temporal>>

/request()

<<spatial>>

request

Operating System

FronCarReq /

Virtual Memory
Task

OS_
Memory

<<spatial>>

Swap

<<spatial>>

RAM

API-Call
Key:
Application

ECU
CPU

API-Call

FLASH

(a) structural allocation

SWResource

HWResource
Allocation

(b) behavioral allocation

Fig. 2. Allocation Modeling in MARTE

Behavioral Allocation The behavioral allocation describes the allocation of
UML2 elements that describe the behavior of an application, e.g. activities,
transitions, to the behavior of software resources or hardware resources [14].
For instance, the behavior of a software resource is an API-Call. A behavioral
allocation of the SCI cacc:CACC is shown in Figure 2(b).
According to MechatronicUML, the behavior of the SCI cacc:CACC is
specified as a Real-Time Statechart [2]. The behavioral platform elements are
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API-Calls, which are provided by the operating systems. In the context of
MARTE’s behavioral allocation, the raise and trigger message events of the RealTime Statechart are allocated to the corresponding API-Calls of the operating
system.
In MARTE the structural, behavioral, spatial and temporal allocation have
to be consistent. For instance, the application element Control, which describes
the executable code, and the message events must be allocated to tasks and
API-Calls of the same operating system.
4.2

CHESS

The Composition with Guarantees for High-Integrity Embedded Software Components Assembly project (CHESS project)3 is a partnership of several industrial
organizations and research organizations aiming at the model-driven-softwaredevelopment of embedded real-time systems in the railway, space and telecommunication domain. For that purpose, the CHESS project provides a tool-chain
and a modeling language coupled with analysis techniques. The modeling language is based on the UML2 and the MARTE-profile [14, 15].
The allocation model provided by CHESS is an adaption of MARTE’s allocation model. However, CHESS reduces MARTE’s allocation model to structural allocation only. The allocation model is limited to the allocation of SCIs
to resources of a hardware platform. In contrast to MARTE’s allocation model
(Figure 2) in CHESS the SCI cacc:CACC is directly allocated to the ECU.
For the configuration of a middleware and to gather information for the
deployment of the system CHESS uses a parametrized transformation to derive
the information out of an allocation model, a model of a hardware platform and a
SCI model [15,16]. Furthermore, CHESS introduces a concept how an allocation
model can be used for schedulability analysis of tasks, which is described in
[13, 16].
4.3

AUTOSAR

The Automotive Open System Architecture (AUTOSAR) [17] provides an open
software architecture, a standardized API, a Runtime-Environment for ECUs,
and a component-based-software-development method for the automotive domain [17]. Therefore, AUTOSAR provides the ability to model the SCIs, the
networked ECUs and an allocation of SCIs to ECUs. In AUTOSAR the allocation of software elements to ECUs is called mapping.
AUTOSAR differentiates between three kinds of mappings [17].
Mapping of Runnable Entities to Tasks In AUTOSAR a Runnable Entity
is the smallest executable behavior of a SCI, which can be executed on the
Runtime-Environment, e.g., reading/writing of a variable or sending messages.
3
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For instance, in the context of the behavior of the SCI cacc:CACC the raise and
trigger message events. These Runnable Entities are mapped to tasks during the
development of a SCI by the Software Component Developer [17]. This mapping
is shown for the behavior of the SCI cacc:CACC in Figure 3.

CACC
start
cooperate

/request()

Runnable
Entity
Task

request
FronCarReq /

Runnable
Entity

Fig. 3. Runnable Entity to Task Mapping in AUTOSAR

System Mapping In the system mapping an allocation of SCIs to ECUs is
specified. The system mapping in AUTOSAR abstracts from the hierarchical
structure of SCIs, their behavior and the mapping of Runnable Entities to task.
Within the system mapping, the embedded SCIs of a hierarchical SCIs are initially mapped to the same ECU, if no further mapping has been defined for
the embedded SCIs. Thus, the system mapping for the SCI cacc:CACC is the
allocation of the SCI to the ECU. In addition, within the system mapping SignalPathConstraints are specified, which describes path for the routing of messages
over the network.
System Generator Mapping Based on the task mapping and the system
mapping, a generator mapping of tasks to ECUs is computed via a transformation [17]. This generator mapping is used for the configuration of the AUTOSAR Runtime-Environment. The transformation computes based on the SignalPathConstraints, information for the routing of messages over the networked
ECUs [17].

5

Concepts for a MechatronicUML Allocation Model

This section describes first concepts for our MechatronicUML allocation model.
Therefore, we refer to our requirements and sum up how they are respected in the
considered approaches. Afterwards, we present ideas how our allocation model
might fulfill these requirements. Thus, this section answers what concepts shall
be adapted for an allocation model in MechatronicUML (Q3).
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Regarding the requirement the allocation model must reflect a fixed allocation
(RE1); All considered approaches provide an allocation model to describe the allocation of SCI to resources of the hardware platform. In contrast to CHESS and
AUTOSAR, the allocation model in MARTE can be applied on different levels
of detail. However, MARTE does not defines a process for allocation modeling
and does not specifies the purpose of the different kinds of allocations. Therefore, an allocation model, similar to AUTOSAR and CHESS, shall be adapted for
MechatronicUML. Due to the requirement the allocation model must describe
a software port to hardware port allocation (RE4), our allocation model should
describe these software-port to hardware-port allocations to drive information
for the routing of messages.
Regarding the requirement the allocation model shall respect reconfigurable
SCIs (RE2); None of the considered approaches respect reconfiguration of SCIs.
Therefore, we have to develop new concepts, how the reconfiguration can be
considered in an allocation model. A concept to consider reconfiguration of SCIs
might be the adaption of Story Diagrams, described in Section 2. Furthermore,
other transformation approaches, e.g., GROOVE [18], have to be evaluated.
Regarding the requirement the allocation model shall be used for the configuration of a middleware (RE3); The allocation planner shall not be forced to
model deployment specific details. Analogue to CHESS and AUTOSAR, these
information shall be automatically derived, as far as possible, out of an allocation model. One concept for this could be the generation of a generator-model
which derives most information for the deployment out of the the SCI model, the
platform-description model and the allocation model. The generator-model shall
be parametrized in order that the developer can modify the code generation and
middleware configuration.

6

Conclusion and Outlook

As a result of the survey, we have seen that none of the approaches we considered fulfills all our requirements. Moreover, none of the approaches considers the
reconfiguration of SCIs within their allocation models. Therefore, we have to develop a new concept for an allocation model, which respects the reconfiguration
of SCIs. Nevertheless, some concepts of CHESS and AUTOSAR can be adapted
into our MechatronicUML allocation model. Furthermore, we have to evaluate if other approaches, mentioned in [5], can be adapted to our allocation
model.
However, the level of detail during allocation modeling depends on the code
generation and the tools which shall be used for analysis. For instance, we need
to discuss a task model and whether the allocation planner should be able to
modify it and where such modification should take place. Thus, tools for analysis
of an allocation have to be evaluated and depending on it the allocation model
needs to be adapted. Finally, the allocation model has to evolve in parallel with
the code generation and the allocation algorithm, because it bridges the gap
between them, and thus it is tightly bounded to them.
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Abstract. The software of a cyber-physical system should be developed
in a component-based manner so that certain safety properties can be
verified. In order to be executed, these components have to be allocated
to electronic control units (ECUs). Often, it is not possible to allocate a
component to an arbitrary ECU because certain constraints, for example
to ensure certain realtime properties, have to be fulfilled. In most cases,
it is also required that an allocation is optimal with regard to some optimization criteria. Thus, it is usually not possible to manually compute
an allocation within a reasonable amount of time. Therefore, an allocation algorithm is needed. In this paper, we present a domain-specific
language, the so-called Deployment Specification Language, for modeling the constraints and optimization criteria. Additionally, we describe
how these constraints and optimization criteria can be transformed to
an integer linear program (ILP ), whose solution corresponds to a valid
and optimal allocation. Moreover, we also prove the correctness of this
transformation.

1

Introduction

Cyber-physical systems, such as cars, airplanes and medical devices play an important role in our daily life. In modern cars, for example, the physical devices
like the engine or brakes are strongly interconnected with software elements.
Due to this strong interconnection, new functions, like the Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC) [1], emerge, which improve the road safety. CACC
is an extension of the adaptive cruise control (ACC) system whose aim is to
maintain the safety distance to the preceding car. In contrast to ACC, it actively communicates with the other car in order to calculate the required safety
distance.
In order to reason about certain safety properties for such a system by means
of model checking, it is necessary to develop it, and especially its software, in
a component-based manner [2]. At a later stage of a cyber-physical system’s
development process, the developed software components have to be allocated
to certain electronic control units (ECUs) on which they are executed. Since
multiple components may communicate with each other, it is required that they
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are either allocated to the same ECU or to different ECUs that are connected
by means of direct links or busses.
In addition to that, an allocation should also respect the limited amount of computational resources of each ECU. For example, if an ECU provides 256 KB of
main memory, the components that are allocated to this ECU should consume
less than 256 KB of main memory in total.
Apart from these constraints, it is often required that an allocation of components to ECUs is optimal with regard to some optimization criteria. An example of such an optimization criterion, which is relevant to safety critical cyberphysical systems, is reliability. That is, the components should be allocated to
ECUs such that the reliability, with regard to communication failures, is maximized.
Since a cyber-physical system, like a car, is usually composed of several thousand components and hundreds of ECUs [3, p. 80], it is in general not possible to
manually find an optimal allocation of components to ECUs within a reasonable
amount of time due to the exponential number of possible allocations. Hence,
an algorithm is needed that automatically computes such an optimal allocation.
In this paper, we describe an approach how to solve the problem of finding an
allocation by means of integer linear programming. Even though this approach
is not new and was already discussed in [4, 5], we formally proof the correctness
of this approach in the appendix. To be more precise, we show how elements of
a certain allocation constraint specification language, the Deployment Specification Language [6], can be transformed in a semantic-preserving manner into an
ILP .
The previously mentioned CACC system will serve as a running example
throughout this thesis. Figure 1 depicts the component instances of the car’s
CACC system. The tasks of the structured component instance ”driveCtrl” are
to control the car’s engine and to maintain the safety distance to a preceding car. In order to take care for the latter, the structured component instance
”driveCtrl” embeds the component instance ”caccCtrl”. The ”caccCtrl” component instance calculates the required safety distance and possibly instructs
the engine to slow down. It is worth to note that this is a very simplified and
abstract description of the CACC system. In order to be executed, the ”driveC-

driveCtrl : DriveCtrl
caccCtrl : ca : CACCCtrl
dr

Fig. 1. Structured component instance
”driveCtrl” and its embedded part ”caccCtrl”

DriveECU

AssistECU

Fig. 2. ECUs ”DriveECU” and
”AssistECU” are connected via a
bus

trl” component instance requires 150 KB of main memory and the ”caccCtrl”
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component instance requires 100 KB of main memory.
Figure 2 depicts the ECU ”DriveECU” and ”AssistECU”. Both ECUs are connected via a bus. The purpose of the ”DriveECU” is to execute component
instances that control safety critical parts of the car like the engine or brakes.
The ”AssistECU” is supposed to execute non safety critical component instances
like multimedia component instances.
Moreover, the ”DriveECU” provides 256 KB of main memory and the ”AssistECU” provides 128 KB of main memory.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the notion of an integer linear program (ILP ). Afterwards, in Section 3 an OCL-based language for
specifying allocation constraints is described. Section 4 shows how the allocation
problem can be expressed as an ILP and how the allocation constraints, which
are specified via the language from Section 3, can be transformed to a corresponding ILP . In Section 5, related work is discussed and Section 6 concludes
the paper and presents future work.

2

Integer Linear Program

In this section, we informally introduce an integer linear program ILP [7, p. 229].
Usually, an ILP consists of unknown variables x1 , ..., xn ∈ Z, m constraints and
aPlinear objective function ϕ : Zn → Q. A constraint 1 ≤ i ≤ m has the form
n
k=1 ai,k · xk θbi where ai,k , bi ∈ Q and θ ∈ {<, ≤, =, ≥, >}. The goal is to find
an assignment for the unknowns x1 , ..., xn such that all constraints hold and
ϕ(x1 , ..., xn ) = max{ϕ(x01 , ..., x0n )|x01 , ..., x0n ∈ Z and all constraints hold for
x01 , ..., x0n }. If the xi are restricted to the domain {0, 1} they are also called binary
decision variables.
In order to find an optimal assignment for the unknowns, existing tools like
lp solve 1 or CPLEX 2 can be used.

3

Deployment Specification Language

In this section, we briefly explain the Deployment Specification Language, which
was introduced in [6], with the help of the running example. The Deployment
Specification Language is used by the deployment engineers to specify constraints
and optimization criteria that have to be respected by an allocation. It is based
on OCL [8], that is a constraint, for example, can be specified via an OCL
expression. The reuse of OCL is advantageous because the deployment engineers
are able to make use of their existing OCL knowledge and from a language
definition perspective, it simplifies the specification of the syntax and semantics.
In total, the Deployment Specification Language supports four types of different
constraints and each constraint evaluates to a fixed, predefined type. In the
following, each of these constraints will be discussed in a dedicated subsection.
1
2

http://lpsolve.sourceforge.net/5.5/
http://www-01.ibm.com/software/commerce/optimization/cplex-optimizer/
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Additionally, we dedicate a subsection for describing the specification of the
optmization criteria.
All OCL expressions, which are presented in the subsequent subsections, are
evaluated in the context of an instance of the class OCLInterpretationContext [6,
p. 80f.]. Hence, whenever the OCL keyword self is used in an OCL expression,
we refer to the class OCLInterpretationContext. We assume in the following
that the OCLInterpretationContext class posses direct references to the set of
component instances and ECUs.
In order to understand the following subsections, it is required to understand
the notion of OCL tuples. In OCL, an element of a tuple has a type and can be
accessed by distinct name. Thus, a tuple element is also called a named part [8, p.
26]. Let t be an OCL tuple, which has a named part called ”x”. In order to access
the element referenced by the named part ”x”, we write t.x.

3.1

The sameLocation Constraint

A sameLocation constraint is used to specify that two component instances have
be allocated to the same ECU. This is often needed if the message exchange of
two component instances has to meet certain deadlines but the ECUs are not
attached to a real-time communication bus.
This constraint’s OCL expression evaluates to a set of tuples where each tuple consists of exactly two named parts [8, p. 26]. Both named parts are typed
over a ComponentInstance. The semantics of such a tuple is that the referenced
component instances have to be allocated to the same ECU.
For our running example, we want to specify a constraint that ensures that the
”driveCtrl” and ”caccCtrl” component instances are allocated to the same ECU.
Thus, we have to specify an OCL constraint that evaluates to {T uple{f irst =
driveCtrl, second = caccCtrl}}. Note that the names of the named parts (”first”
and ”second”) are arbitrarily chosen. An example implementation of the constraint can be found in Appendix A.1.

3.2

The differentLocation Constraint

In order to cope with hardware faults in a cyber-physical system some redundancies are introduced. For example, component instances, which perform safety
critical tasks, are duplicated and allocated to different ECUs. To specify that two
component instances have to be allocated to different ECUs the differentLocation
constraint can be used.
A differentLocation constraint is syntactically similar to the previously introduced sameLocation constraint but their semantics differ. Similarly to the
sameLocation constraint, the OCL expression evaluates to set of 2-tuples, where
the two named parts refer to an instance of the class ComponentInstance. The
semantics of such a tuple is that both component instances have to be allocated
to different ECUs.
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3.3

The resource Constraint

Usually, an allocation has to respect certain resource restrictions, such as the
amount of available main memory, that are imposed by an ECU. For example,
component instances that are allocated to an ECU must not consume more main
memory in total than the ECU provides. In order to specify such a constraint,
the Deployment Specification Language offers the resource constraint.
In general, a resource constraint’s OCL expression evaluates to a set consisting of sets that consist of tuples. In turn, a tuple consists of the named parts
c1 , r1 , ..., cn , rn and lv, rv. The named parts ci have the type ComponentInstance
and the named parts ri have the type ResourceInstance. Moreover, the named
parts lv and rv are typed over the OCL primitive type Real. Next, we are going
to describe the semantics of these sets of tuples. Let R be the result set of the
OCL expression evaluation and let S ∈ R be a set that consists of the previously described tuples. For an allocation, which satisfies the resource constraint,
equation (1) holds.
X

t.lv · xt ≤ t’.rv

(1)

t∈S

where xt is defined as in equation (2) and t0 ∈ S.
(
xt :=

1,
0

if t.ci is allocated to t.ri ∀i = 1, ..., n
else

(2)

Next, we get back to our running example and describe how to specify that the
component instances that are allocated to the ”DriveECU” and ”AssistECU”
respectively do not consume more main memory than the ECU provides. For
that purpose, we have to specify an OCL expression, which evaluates to a set
consisting of the following two sets
{T uple{reqMem = 150, availMem = 256, comp = driveCtrl, hw = DriveECU}
T uple{reqMem = 100, availMem = 256, comp = caccCtrl, hw = DriveECU}}
and
{T uple{reqMem = 150, availMem = 128, comp = driveCtrl, hw = AssistECU}
T uple{reqMem = 100, availMem = 128, comp = caccCtrl, hw = AssistECU}}
. Note that we renamed the previously mentioned named parts of the result
tuple: ”reqMem” corresponds to ”lv”, ”availMem” corresponds to ”rv”, ”comp”
corresponds to ”c1 ” and ”hw” corresponds to ”h1 ”. An example implementation
for such an OCL expression can be found in Appendix A.2.
Similar to this, we can also specify constraints for the amount of available
hard disk space and the like.
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3.4

The requiredHardwareResourceInstance Constraint

As already mentionend in Section 1, each ECU usually executes component
instances, which serve a specific purpose. For instance, the ”DriveECU” is supposed to execute component instances, which perform safety critical tasks. Thus,
it is necessary to specify a constraint that makes sure that component instances,
which perform a safety critical task, are only allocated to ECUs, which are
supposed to execute such safety critical component instances. To specify such
a constraint, the so-called requiredHardwareResourceInstance constraint can be
used.
The requiredHardwareResourceInstance constraint enforces that a component instance can only be allocated to certain set of ECUs. This constraint’s
OCL expression evaluates to a set consisting of tuples. Each tuple has a named
part that refers to a ComponentInstance instance and another named part that
refers to a set of ResourceInstance instances. The semantics of such a tuple is
that the referred component instance can only be allocated to ECUs that are
part of the referred set.
Next, we specify a constraint that makes sure that the ”driveCtrl” component instance can only be allocated to the ”DriveECU” ECU. Thus, we have to
specify an OCL expression that evaluates to {T uple{first = driveCtrl, second =
{DriveECU}}. Note that the names of the named parts (”first” and ”second”)
are arbitrarily chosen. An example implementation of such a constraint can be
found in Appendix A.3.
3.5

Specification of the measure Function

The measure function specifies the objective function, which is to be maximized
by an allocation. The measure function is the sum of several services. A service
can be understood as a certain entity of the software system to which several
component instances belong to. Concrete examples are, for instance, the whole
software system or the component instances that control the engine. Each service
consists of several so-called Quality of Service (QoS) dimensions, which rate
service specific quality goals. QoS dimensions for the ”engine” service are, for
example, communication reliability and communication latency.
For each QoS dimension an OCL expression is specified, whose evaluation
result has the type ”Set(Tuple(val : Real, c1 : ComponentInstance, r1 : ResourceInstance, ..., cn : ComponentInstance, rn : ResourceInstance))”.
In general, the measure function is represented by the following sum
X
X
sum(qos)
s∈SERV ICES qos∈QoSs

where QoSs represents a set of QoS dimensions that are associated with the
service s and SERV ICES
P is the set of all services. Moreover, the placeholder
sum(qos) is defined as t∈result t.val · xt where result is the result of the evaluation of the qos’ OCL expression and xt is defined as in equation (2).
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4

Transformation to an ILP

In this section, we present how the constraints and measure function, which
are specified via the previously introduced Deployment Specification Language,
can be transformed to a corresponding integer linear program (ILP ). Then, the
ILP , which results from this transformation, can be solved via existing ILP
solvers. The solution of the ILP corresponds to a valid and optimal allocation.
Next, we give a high-level overview of the transformation. The starting point
are the constraints and the measure function, which are specified by the deployment engineers using the Deployment Specification Language. The idea is
that each constraint can be mapped to a corresponding equation or inequality
respectively. Analogously, the measure function, which is specified using the Deployment Specification Language, is mapped to a corresponding linear function.
Recall from Section 3 that each constraint consists of an OCL expression. In
order to transform a constraint, the constraint’s OCL expression is evaluated.
Then, the OCL expression’s result is transformed to an equation or inequality
respectively. These transformations are explained in the subsequent subsections.
That is, for each constraint we present the general transformation and then apply
this transformation to our running example.
Before doing so, we will briefly explain further preliminaries. For n ∈ N,
define [n] := {1, ..., n}. Let {c1 , ..., cn } be the set of component instances and
{h1 , ..., hm } be the set of ECUs. Next, we introduce n · m many binary decision
variables xi,j and interpret xi,j = 1 as the statement ”component instance ci
is allocated to the ECU hj ” [5, p. 80]. Analogously, we interpret xi,j = 0 as
the statement ”component instance ci is not allocated to the ECU hj ”. In [6, p.
86], the above notion was extended such that it is possible to indicate with
xi1 ,j1 ,...,ik ,jk = 1 that the component instance il is allocated to the ECU jl for
l = 1, ..., k. In order to support this notion additional constraints are needed,
which are formally captured in [6, lemma 11]. In the following, we silently assume
the presence of these technical constraints when the extended notion is used.
Next, we describe, similar to [5, p. 82], a constraint that ensures that each
component instance is allocated to exactly one ECU. Let i ∈ [n]. To make sure
that the component instance ci is allocated to exactly one ECU, we require that
equation (3) holds.
m
X

xi,j = 1

(3)

j=1

Thus, we introduce the equation xdriveCtrl,DriveECU + xdriveCtrl,AssistECU = 1
and xcaccCtrl,DriveECU + xcaccCtrl,AssistECU = 1 to ensure that each component
instance of the running example is allocated to exactly one ECU.
4.1

Transformation of the sameLocation Constraint

Let SL be the result set of the evaluation of a sameLocation constraint’s OCL
expression. For each tuple (i, j) ∈ SL we introduce new binary decision variables
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xi,k,j,k (k = 1, ..., m) and require that equation (4) holds.
m
X

xi,k,j,k = 1

(4)

k=1

Thus, the sameLocation constraint from Subsection 3.1 is transformed to
xdriveCtrl,DriveECU,caccCtrl,DriveECU + xdriveCtrl,AssistECU,caccCtrl,AssistECU =
1.
4.2

Transformation of the differentLocation Constraint

More or less analogously a differentLocation constraint is translated. Let DR be
the result of the evaluation of a differentLocation constraint’s OCL expression.
For each (i, j) ∈ DR, we introduce new binary decision variables xi,k,j,l for all
{k, l} ⊆ [m] and require that equation (5) holds.
X
xi,k,j,l = 1
(5)
{k,l}⊆[m]

4.3

Transformation of the resource Constraint

Let R be the result set of the evaluation of a resource constraint’s OCL expression. Recall from Subsection 3.3 that the elements of R eare sets and each set
consists of tuples, which have w.l.o.g. the form t := (lv, rv, iρ1 , jρ1 , ..., iρk , jρk ).
For all S ∈ R and for all t ∈ S a new binary decision variable xiρ1 ,jρ1 ,...,iρk ,jρk is
introduced. For all S ∈ R we require that inequality (6) holds.
X
lv · xiρ1 ,jρ1 ,...,iρk ,jρk ≤ rv
(6)
(lv,rv,iρ1 ,jρ1 ,...,iρk ,jρk )∈S

The correctness of this transformation directly follows from the resource constraint’s semantics definition (see inequation (1)) and the definition of the binary
decision variables.
The example constraint, which was specified in Subsection 3.3, is transformed to 150 · xdriveCtrl,DriveECU + 100 · xcaccCtrl,DriveECU ≤ 256 and 150 ·
xdriveCtrl,AssistECU + 100 · xcaccCtrl,AssistECU ≤ 128.
4.4

Transformation of the requiredHardwareResourceInstance
Constraint

Let HR be the result set of the evaluation of a requiredHardwareResourceInstance constraint’s OCL expression. For all (i, {jρ1 , ..., jρl }) ∈ HR we introduce
new binary decision variables xi,k (k = jρ1 , ..., jρl ) and add the following equation
X
xi,k = 1
(7)
k∈{jρ1 ,...,jρl }

The example constraint, which was specified in Subsection 3.4, is transformed
to xdriveCtrl,DriveECU = 1.
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4.5

Transformation of the measure Function

Let S be the set of services and s ∈ S be a service. Moreover let q be the result set
of the evaluation of a QoS’ OCL expression. For all (val, iρ1 , jρ1 , ..., iρk , jρk ) ∈ q
a new binary decision variable xiρ1 ,jρ1 ,...,iρk ,jρk is introduced. Similar to [4, p.
80], we transform the measure function to
XX
X
val · xiρ1 ,jρ1 ,...,iρk ,jρk
(8)
s∈S q∈s (a,iρ1 ,jρ1 ,...,iρk ,jρk ∈q)

It is immediate that this corresponds to the semantics of the measure function as
specified in the Deployment Specification Language (see Subsection 3.5). Notice
that the function in (8) is linear.

5

Related work

Zeller et al. [5] present a SAT -based approach for solving the allocation problem. In their work, they discuss various constraints like the previously shown
resource constraint and their mapping to a propositional SAT formula. Some
of these results were reused in the previous section. Additionally, they describe
constraints for different task scheduling strategies. Such constraints are important because they enforce that the computed allocation allows the execution of
the component instances such that no component instance violates its deadlines.
This serves as a good starting point for supporting schedulability constraints in
our approach.
Moreover, Zeller et al. evaluate the applicability of their presented approach
by comparing it to a heuristic solution method, called simulated annealing. Similar to SAT , the simulated annealing approach only tries to find a valid allocation
without trying to optimize an objective function. The evaluation shows that the
SAT based approach outperforms the simulated annealing algorithm for a growing input size. For ”large” inputs, the simulated annealing approach is unable to
find an allocation in reasonable time while the SAT based approach computes
an allocation within a few seconds [5, p. 86].
A drawback of the approach by Zeller et al. is that they only compute valid
allocations which are not necessarily optimal. A typical optimization goal in
safety-relevant cyber-physical systems is, for example, reliability. Often, an allocation should be found that maximizes the reliability with regard to communication failures in order to reduce the occurence of safety critical situations caused
by communication failures.
In another paper, Zeller et al. [3] describe an approach for changing the allocation
at runtime, called runtime adaption, in cyber-physical systems. In order to reallocate a component instance from one ECU to another, it has to be temporarily
deactivated. The reallocation of one component instance is called a migration.
Zeller et al. assume that each component instance is executed periodically and
thus a migration can only be executed while the component instance is inactive.
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In order to reallocate several component instances, Zeller et al. divide the
reallocation process in several migrations mig1 → mig2 → ... → migi and require that the allocation resulting from the application of the first j migrations
(j = 1, ..., i) is valid [3, p. 74].

6

Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we present a transformation of the Deployment Specification Language to an ILP , whose solution corresponds to a valid and optimal allocation.
Moreover, we formally proved in the appendix that the presented transformation
is semantic preserving.
The results of this paper can be used as a starting point for the actual implementation of an allocation algorithm. In future, we plan to improve the transformation process by reducing the number of created constraints. Additionally,
we have to do an evaluation of the Deployment Specification Language with regard to its usability and expressiveness. Additionally, we also have to investigate
how to integrate a schedulability analysis and how to support a limited form of
reallocation at runtime.
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A
A.1

Implementation of Example Constraints
Implementation of a sameLocation Constraint

The following example constraint specifies that the structured component instance ”driveCtrl” and all its embbeded component instances have to be allocated to the same ECU. First, a so-called tuple descriptor is specified, which is

Listing 7.1. An example constraint that makes sure that the ”driveCtrl” component
instance and all its embedded parts are allocated to the same ECU
c o n s t r a i n t sameLocation driveCtrlEmbeddedComps {
d e s c r i p t o r s ( f i r s t , second ) ;
o c l ” l e t c : SCI = s e l f . c i n s t a n c e s −>s e l e c t (
name = ’ d r i v e C t r l ’ )−>any ( t r u e ) . oclAsType ( SCI )
in
c−>a s S e t ( )−>p r o d u c t (
c . embeddedCIC . c o m p o n e n t I n s t a n c e s
)−>a s S e t ( ) ” ;
}

used to specify the names of the named parts of the previously mentioned tuple. Second, an OCL expression is specified, which evaluates to {T uple{f irst =
driveCtrl, second = caccCtrl}}. The first part of the OCL expression navigates
to the set of available component instances and selects the structured component
instance named ”driveCtrl”. The subsequent part of the expression computes the
cartesian product of the set consisting of the ”driveCtrl” component instance
and the set consisting of driveCtrl’s embedded component instances, namely the
”caccCtrl” component instance.
A.2

Implementation of a resource Constraint

A resource constraint consists of two so-called value descriptors, whose are specified via the lhs and rhs keywords. They are used to identify the two named parts
of a result tuple, which have the type Real (see Section 3.3). Additionally, several
tuple descriptors can be specified. Each result tuple contains two named parts
for each specified tuple descriptor. The named part that is derived from tuple
descriptor’s first component has the type ComponentInstance and the named
part that is derived from the tuple descriptor’s second component has the type
ResourceInstance.
A.3

Implementation of a requiredHardwareResourceInstance
Constraint

First, the OCL expression navigates to the set of component instances and selects
the ”driveCtrl” component instance, which results in a set consisting of this
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Listing 7.2. An example constraint that ensures that the component instances which
are allocated to an ECU do not consume more main memory than the ECU provides
c o n s t r a i n t r e s o u r c e memoryAmount {
l h s reqMem ;
r h s availMem ;
d e s c r i p t o r s ( comp , hw) ;
o c l ” s e l f . h i n s t a n c e s −>c o l l e c t N e s t e d ( h |
s e l f . c i n s t a n c e s −>c o l l e c t ( c |
Tuple {reqMem : Real = c . memory ,
availMem : Real = hw . memory ,
comp : ComponentInstance = c ,
hw : R e s o u r c e I n s t a n c e = h}
) )” ;
}

Listing 7.3. An example constraint which ensures that the ”driveCtrl” component
instance can only be allocated to the ”DriveECU” ECU
constraint requiredHardwareResourceInstance {
d e s c r i p t o r s ( f i r s t , second ) ;
o c l ” s e l f . c i n s t a n c e s −>s e l e c t ( name = ’ d r i v e C t r l ’ )
−>p r o d u c t ( S e t { s e l f . h i n s t a n c e s −>s e l e c t (
name = ’ DriveECU ’ )−>a s S e t ( ) }
)−>a s S e t ( ) ” ;
}

single component instance. Next, the cartesian product of this set and a set
consisting of another set that contains the ”DriveECU” ECU is computed.

B

Correctness of the Transformation

In this section, we proof the correctness of the presented transformation.
Proposition 1. Let i ∈ [n].
(3) ⇐⇒ ci is allocated to exactly one ECU
Proof. Let i ∈ [n].
m
X

xi,j = 1 ⇐⇒ ∃!k ∈ [m] : xi,k = 1

j=1
def.

⇐⇒ ci is allocated to exactly one ECU
Equivalence (9) holds because xi,j ∈ {0, 1}.

(9)
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Proposition 2. Let (i, j) ∈ SL.
(4) ⇐⇒ ci and cj are allocated to the same ECU
Proof. Let (i, j) ∈ SL.
m
X

xi,k,j,k = 1 ⇐⇒ ∃!k ∈ [m] : xi,k,j,k = 1

(10)

k=1
[6, lemma 11]

⇐⇒

∃!k ∈ [m] : ci is allocated to hk and cj is allocated to hk

⇐⇒ ci , cj are allocated to the same ECU
Equivalence (10) holds because xi,k,j,k ∈ {0, 1}.
Proposition 3. Let (i, j) ∈ DR.
(5) ⇐⇒ ci and cj are allocated to different ECUs
Proof. Let (i, j) ∈ DR.
X
xi,k,j,l = 1 ⇐⇒ ∃!k, l ∈ [m] : k 6= l and xi,k,j,l = 1

(11)

{k,l}⊆[m]
[6, lemma 11]

⇐⇒

∃!k, l ∈ [m] : k 6= l and ci is allocated to hk and cj is allocated to hl

⇐⇒ ci , cj are allocated to the different ECUs
Equivalence (11) holds because xi,k,j,l ∈ {0, 1}.
Proposition 4. Let (i, {jρ1 , ..., jρl }) ∈ HR.
(7) ⇐⇒ i is allocated to jρ1 or ... or jρl
Proof. Let (i, {jρ1 , ..., jρl }) ∈ HR.
X
xi,k = 1 ⇐⇒ ∃!k ∈ {jρ1 , ..., jρl } : xi,k = 1
k∈{jρ1 ,...,jρl }
def.

⇐⇒ ∃!k ∈ {jρ1 , ..., jρl } : i is allocated to ECU k
⇐⇒ i is allocated to ECU jρ1 or ... or jρl
Equivalence (12) holds because xi,k ∈ {0, 1}.

(12)
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Abstract. In order to guarantee the safety of cyber-physical systems,
we need to make sure that safety-critical functions always run correctly.
To handle the high complexity of cyber-physical systems, we can use
domain specific languages like MechatronicUML, which allow us to
abstract from implementation details. Additionally we can apply modelchecking, thus proofing the correct behavior of our software-model. But in
addition to software-verification, we also need to verify that our hardware
is capable of fulfilling requirements that result from our software (e.g.,
deadlines). For this, we need to develop a method that allows our software
components to run on our hardware in a semantics-preserving way where
all constraints (like deadlines) are met. To do so, we first need to develop
an appropriate way to create tasks as well as an scheduling mechanism
for these tasks. In addition we need to do an analysis of our schedule
to guarantee the feasibility. In this work, we will give a summary of the
current state of scheduling in MechatronicUML, as well as introduce
a tool for doing schedulability analyses (MAST). At last, we will make
suggestions for future work within the cybertron project group.

A

Introduction

While cars in the past only had a few electronic systems, the amount of electronic control units (ECUs) in todays cars is much higher and increasing every
year [1, 2]. With the rising amount of interacting ECUs, the complexity of the
software systems also increases. To handle this complexity, new software development methods are needed. One approach is the automatic generation of
code out of formally defined models. These models can abstract from specific
implementation details and thereby make the complexity manageable. A software development process which supports automatic generation of code, is the
Model Driven Architecture (MDA) [3]. With MDA the development starts with
a platform-independent model (PIM), which just describes structure and behavior of the system, without details of the target platform. Later, this model must
be refined with information of the target-platform (stored in a platform model -
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PM), which results in a platform specific model (PSM). The PSM should have
all relevant information to automatically generate the code for the target system.
One language that supports the MDA approach is MechatronicUML.
MechatronicUML is currently in development and aims at the domain of
cyber-physical systems with a focus on real-time systems with hard deadlines
and self-adaptive behavior [4].
Since software-modeling with MechatronicUML is independent from the
platform used, a mapping from software-models to hardware is needed. When
doing this, it must be ensured that the software runs correctly. That includes
the fulfilling of important (hard) real-time constraints. For example, this can be
a deadline from a transition within our model. Such constraints must be met by
the running system. For the PIM, this can be verified early in the development by
model checking. Nevertheless, the hardware, which runs the generated artifacts,
can still fail these requirements. For example, a slow processor could take too
much time for calculations, which then may result in missing a deadline. In order
to ensure that a missed deadline does not occur, so called worst-case execution
times (WCETs) for hardware instructions and methods can be derived from the
hardware. When taking into account these WCETs, we can calculate if real-time
requirements still hold, by comparing them to our derived WCETs.
But only taking into account the WCETs for our executable entities (tasks)
still isn’t enough, since these tasks can run in different ways (periodically, aperiodically, concurrent with other tasks, ...). With a scheduling we determine how
our tasks are executed. It must be ensured that the tasks run in a schedule that
is always feasible, such that every task can be executed within its deadline.
In the next section we will take a short look into some foundations about
task models, real-time operating systems and scheduling. In section C, we will
summarize the current state of work that has been done in terms of generating and scheduling tasks in the MechatronicUML development. In the last
section, we will explain how a scheduling analysis can be done (Section D).

B

Foundations

In this section, we explain what a task-model is (B.1), how a real-time operating
system is defined (B.2), and what a scheduling is (B.3). All information for
Section B.2 and B.3 are taken from Buttazzo [5].
B.1

Task Model

In order to execute the behavior we have defined in our software components,
an option to run them on our ECUs is needed. Therefore, we have to transform
our software components into executable entities, which we will call tasks here.
What we define as a task model is the way we split our behavior, defined in the
software components, into tasks which can be executed on the ECU. There are
lots of possibilities to do this. Four of these possibilities are described in section
C.2. We also need to know that tasks can be defines as periodic or aperiodic.
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Periodic tasks are regularly activated at a constant rate, whereas aperiodic tasks
can be activated at an arbitrary time.
B.2

Real-Time System

A real-time system is defined as a system where the correctness not only depends
on the logical results, but also on the time in which the results are produced [5].
Especially in safety-critical domains these systems should be predictable, thus
allowing us to analyze possible consequences.
B.3

Scheduling

A scheduling is an assignment of processors and resources to tasks, in order to
complete all tasks under the specified constraints [6]. The problem of finding
such a feasible schedule is - in general form - proven to be NP-complete, although good solutions for some weakened versions of this problem exist [7]. To
demonstrate the complexity, we take a look at the scheduling anomalies defined
by Graham in 1976:
”If a task set is optimally scheduled on a multiprocessor with some
priority assignment, a fixed number of processors, fixed execution
times, and precedence constraints, then increasing the number of
processors, reducing execution times, or weakening the precedence
constraints can increase the schedule length.” [7]

t1

t2

t3

t4

t5

t6

t7

t8

t9

(3)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(4)

(4)

(4)

(4)

(9)

Fig. 1. Tasks with precedence constrains. Arrow from t1 to t9 means that t1 needs to
be finished before t9 can start. Number in brackets is the execution time. (cf. [7])

For example, consider the tasks t1 to t9 , with the precedence constrains shown
in Figure 1. Now consider that we have a priority-based scheduling with
∀i < j : priority(ti ) > priority(tj )
If you run these tasks on a system with three processors, as shown in the
left part of figure 2, the schedule is optimal. But if you extend the system by
an additional processor, as shown in the right part, the scheduling takes much
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more time and t9 finishes at a later point in time. This could result in missing a
hard deadline, which t9 may have.
In order to prevent this kind of incident, we need to make sure that when
deploying our system, the combination of software, hardware and scheduling
policy, i.e. the PSM, results in a correctly running system.

P1t1

P2-

t2

P3-

t3

t9

t4

t5

t7

t6

t8

Time

Processor

Processor

P1-

t1

t8

P2-

t2

t5

P3-

t3

t6

P3-

t4

t7

12

t9

Time

12

15

Fig. 2. Two schedules of the same task-set. Schedule left shows an optimal schedule
on a system with three processors. (cf. [7])

C

Current State of Task Modeling and Scheduling with
MechatronicUML

In this section, we first sum up a paper which was written in 2005 and proposes
a process for creating tasks and a feasible schedule (Section C.1). Then we look
at how this problem was solved in a more recent bachelor thesis [8] about code
generation from 2013 (Section C.2).
C.1

Scheduling with periodic tasks

The paper written by Burmester et al. in 2005 [9] describes a MDA approach
to get from a platform-independent model with components and RTSCs to running code with a feasible schedule. It is stated that the PM describes the target
platform, while the PSM describes (among other things) the scheduling and
implementation. The implementation is generated at the end and should guarantee the real-time constraints. Although the language used here is not called
MechatronicUML, it can be seen as an a predecessor of it.
Platform Model: The PM describes characteristics like CPU type or operating
system. With this model and available techniques for WCET analysis, which were
taken from [10], WCETs can be determined. The WCETs of real-time statechart
operations, like entry(), exit(), and do() operations are determined by summing
up the execution times of the instructions/complex methods.
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After this, the PSM is extended with the results from the WCET analysis.
With this information it can now be checked if the time guards/invariants and
WCETs are in contradiction to each other.
Task model and scheduling: Every real-time statechart (RTSC) [4] is implemented as one periodic task (with possible multiple aperodic tasks), thus the
amount of concurrently running tasks becomes larger with every RTSC that performs on the same processor. If it is the case that the amount of RTSCs is too
big, the authors propose to combine multiple RTSCs by using orthogonal states.
By this merging the amount of tasks will decrease, since one task can execute
multiple RTSCs within their orthogonal regions.
The tasks which are created for every (or multiple) RTSCs are called main
tasks. These main tasks check if any transition of the RTSC(s) can be triggered
from the start of its last period to the end of its current period. This is the case,
because otherwise it may miss a triggered transition that happened in the last
period, after the task checked the transition.
This periodic task checks all transitions and triggers them if the following
requirements are fulfilled:
1. The transition that is triggered must be from a currently active state
2. The event occurred in the checked time interval (as described in the last
paragraph)
3. The timing constraint of the transition is fulfilled
4. The normal constraint of the transition is fulfilled
Every transition can execute an action when triggered. These actions are
executed within the main tasks only if this is possible (i.e. their WCETs are
short enough to fit in the current period). If complex actions with long WCETS
would also be executed, the execution time of the main task could become greater
than the period (which is also its deadline). Because we don’t want to miss these
deadlines, the complex actions with long WCETs are executed in additional
aperiodic tasks.
Period determination: Another problem that remains is how long the period
of the main task should be. With a short period, the tasks can trigger their
transitions with a short delay, such that their actions can be executed early
enough to meet their deadlines. On the other hand, a long period has the benefit
of being able to execute more actions within the main task, such that the amount
of additional aperiodic tasks is minimized and thereby less time and memory is
consumed.
If d is the deadline of an action and p the period of the main task, than
d >= 2 ∗ p is a requirement for transition-actions which run within the main
task. That’s because there is a possibility that the task didn’t get the triggered
transition in its first period. This happens when a transition gets fired within the
period of the main task, but after the check of the transitions. So some triggered
transition are registered not before the second period.
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If the WCET of the action is small enough, so that it can be executed in the
remaining time of the period, then it will be executed. If not, it was defined,
that the action is outsourced into an additional aperiodic task. If this happens,
the processor load will be shared with the main and the aperiodic task.
To determine a fitting period for our main tasks we can use various inequality’s, which we will not describe in this thesis, since it is beyond the scope of
this thesis. For more details, please look in [9, p. 10].
Schedulability analysis: With a schedulability analysis we can determine
whether or not a given task set can be successful scheduled. Especially if we
have a high amount of RTSCs, we need to check if sufficient computational
power is available. For this we can apply scheduling analysis, since even if all
our utilization factors sum up to less than 100 percent, a schedulability can still
not be guaranteed [5].
To speed up the scheduling analysis, it is proposed to first use a test which
makes a rough estimate (Liu and Layland test [11]) and then, if applicable,
apply a more detailed analysis algorithm [12]. This way we don’t need to do a
full analysis every time.
Conclusion: In summary, the paper proposes a method of creating and scheduling tasks that can guarantee a properly working system in terms of timing constraints, which are ensured by WCET- and scheduling analysis. In this approach,
neither multiprocessor systems nor reconfiguration is considered. Schedulability
analysis for multiprocessor systems is a much more difficult problem than for singleprocessor systems [13]. But since multiprocessor systems are more common
nowadays and there is some development in schedulability analysis for these systems [14], it looks promising to consider multiprocessor systems. Considering
reconfiguration, which lets our system adapt its behavior to the environment,
also some has benefits for our system [15].
The paper also leaves some open questions. For instance, it is not further
described how the schedulability analysis works. How are actions, that can be
executed within the main task, but also in an aperiodic task, considered in the
schedulability analysis? Especially since the paper uses a very early version of
MechatronicUML, we need to analyze if the semantics of our software components can still be preserved with the current version of MechatronicUML.
For example in this approach a transition action can still be in execution, after we entered the corresponding state. For MechatronicUML however, it is
stated that the action of a transition must be executed before the new task is
entered [4].
C.2

Scheduling with Aperiodic Tasks

In the bachelor thesis Codegenerierung für LEGO Mindstorms - Roboter [8]
Geismann has developed a C code generator for LEGO Mindstorms roboters
which generates code from MechatronicUML-related models (only a subset
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of the features from MechatronicUML is supported). The generated code runs
on the real-time operating system nxtOSEK, which is an implementation of the
OSEK [16] standard for LEGO Mindstorms.
Task Model The generated code can be split into a various amount of tasks. For
this splitting, different approaches exist, of which some were shortly discussed
in Geismann’s thesis:
1. Generate one task per model: In this approach, we use one big main task
which handles the implementation of the whole model. Since we only have
one task this way, we do not need to consider a scheduling, since with only
one task there is no other way of executing tasks other than only running
this one big task. Geismann did not use this approach, because there is no
way to modularize the components and distribute them into multiple ECUs.
2. Generate one task per Component: We need to distinguish between
structured and atomic components here. For atomic components, the tasks
only need to execute the RTSC of that component. For structured components, the task needs to launch all the contained components and transfer
possibly due messages between the components. Geismann chose this approach for his code generation, because it was less effort to implement this
solution [8, p. 42].
3. Generate one task per region: Regions of components execute only one
step each time they are executed, while the order in which the regions execute
is defined by the priority of that region. So a task which represents a region
must run one step of the corresponding real-time statechart, before the next
task with the nearest lower priority executes. Additionally, we need a task
that realizes the synchronization between the regions.
4. Generate one task per state: For every state of an RTSC, one task is
created. This results in a great amount of tasks which furthermore results in
a lot of task-changes for the scheduler. Nevertheless, this approach was used
in [17].
Scheduling For the scheduling of the tasks, Geismann considered three possibilities:
1. Tasks run while-loops: Every task runs a while-loop where the whole
behavior is executed repeatedly. Finding a good schedule here is problematic,
since no tasks ever terminate.
2. Periodic execution: All tasks are executed in a predefined period. The
problem with this approach is that a good period is not easy to define. This
was already discussed in section C.1.
3. Reactivating tasks: All tasks are activated at the same time with the same
priority. Additionally, there is a task with a lower priority, which therefore is
activated as soon as all the other tasks have terminated. The lower priority
task then just re-activates all the other tasks. Geismann has chosen this
approach, because the reaction-time of the system would be rather low with
this approach [8, p. 44].
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Conclusion As we can see, Geismanns approach is not as sophisticated as
the approach in C.1. Geismann also did not consider any kind of schedulability
analysis to check for possible deadlines. All in all, his scheduling-approach is
well adjusted for his example, but not necessarily adaptable for other real-time
systems, since it does not consider an analysis and utilizes the processor to 100
percent all the time. A big disadvantage is also, that we cannot use the deadlines
from our transitions for a possible schedulability analysis, since we don’t have
tasks for which we could use these deadlines.

D

Scheduling Analysis with MAST

With MAST (Modeling and Analysis Suite for Real-Time Applications) [18]
we can define models for real-time applications and are able to perform timing
analysis of those. Furthermore it is possible to analyze the schedulability by
various techniques. In order to do so, we need to model the following things [18]:
1. The hardware (computers, networks, devices, etc.) and software (threads,
process, etc.) resources are modeled with a platform model.
2. Logical components and synchronization primitives (classes, methods, semaphores
etc.).
3. The real-time situations that describes our systems modes of operations,
including system workload and and timing requirements.
As a result MAST calculates the worst-case response time for every task,
as well as a slack value. The worst-case response time gives as the worst time
this task could need until finished, when scheduled in the way we defined on our
MAST platform model. The slack value on the other hand tells us how much
longer the execution of the can be delayed while still being feasible (meeting all
deadlines).
MAST was already successfully used in related work:
– In [19] an automatic translation from a MARTE model into an input for
MAST is proposed. MARTE is a UML2 profile for model driven development
of Real Time and Embedded Systems [20].
– In [21] a similar approach is described, with the difference, that the schedulability analysis model which is created is independent from any schedulability
analysis tool like MAST, although MAST is also supported.
– In [22] they developed their own modeling language called RCM, for which
they implemented MAST for the schedulability analysis. They didn’t use
MARTE since they found that it lacks consistency across multiple views of
the system.

E

Future Work and First Ideas for the cybertron Project
Group

In the cybertron project group we need develop a method for the safe (semanticspreserving) deployment of our software components. This includes the following
steps:
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1. Developing a task model: We should create a task-model which is realistically usable (i.e. doesn’t create too much tasks) and allows us to sufficiently
analyze our schedule (f.e., use deadlines for tasks). The task model introduced in section C.1 seems to be a good trade-off in these concerns.
2. Define a scheduling: We need to discuss the scheduling-algorithm we want
to use. Together with our task model it should ensure a semantics-preserving
execution of our software components. Also we should discuss in what way
this could be user-defined.
3. Implement a schedulability analysis: Using the MAST tool for analysis
seems to be a good idea, since it saves us a lot of work for the analysis
implementation and is also used in related work, like described in section
refrelated. To use MAST we could transform our PSM into an input for the
MAST tool and do a back-translation for the results, similar to how UPPAAL
is used for the verification of the real-time coordination protocols [23].
4. Define a process: We need to include these steps into our cybertron process.
A solution where the schedulability is considered in our allocation algorithm
[24] could be desirable and should be possible [25].
Open Questions: Do we need to consider shared resources like memory between our tasks?
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Abstract. Software for mechatronic systems is getting more complex.
MechatronicUML is developed as a model-driven method for developing software for such systems. The development process of MechatronicUML contains several development steps, which have again several quality aspects. These aspects affect not only software quality like
functionality, but also process quality aspects like suitability. Therefore,
a well structured process for quality assurance is cruical. The ”Goal/Question/Metric” (GQM) - method is used to define a well structured
plan for measuring and interpreting quality aspects of software and processes. The project group Cybertron wants to improve the MechatronicUML process. Therefore, such a quality plan is mandatory. This paper
will give an overview of the existing approaches for evaluating MechatronicUML with GQM and will elaborate a new plan, how GQM can
be used for work of the project group Cybertron.

A

Introduction

Today, self-adaptive mechatronic systems are getting more important. People
have to be interacting with these systems more often in daily live and in many
cases human lives are directly or indirectly depending on their functionality.
Therefore, safety and security requirements are rising as well. Since the complexity of the systems and their software is very high, it is getting more complex
to ensure high quality in the sense of safety and reliability.
Model Driven Software Development (MDSD) [1] can help to overcome these
problems. MechatronicUML [2] is a model driven method for developing, verifying and generating software for mechatronic systems. MechatronicUML
consists of several development steps which include Model-To-Model (M2M)
and Model-To-Text (M2T) transformations. To guarantee all quality requirements for the process, a well structured plan for quality assurance is mandatory. The project group Cybertron is going to improve the MechatronicUML
method (henceforth referred to as the enhanced MechatronicUML method ).
Therefore, such a plan should be created for the upcoming enhanced MechatronicUML method [2]. The Goal/Question/Metric (GQM) method provides
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a guideline to create a quality plan in a goal-driven way and helps to ensure high
quality of software and its development process.
This paper will give an introduction into the GQM approach and will provide
first ideas how to evaluate the enhanced MechatronicUML method with the
GQM method. The process of the MechatronicUML method includes many
different steps, which should be evaluated with respect to their specific quality requirements. In this paper, we will focus on possible quality aspects for
every part of the MechatronicUML method that is affected by the project
group cybertron. Since model transformations are used in several steps of the
MechatronicUML method, we will consider this part in more detail.
In this chapter, a short introduction was given. In the next chapter (B), the
required basics are introduced: the MechatronicUML process and the GQM
method. In the third chapter (C), we will give an overview about existing approaches for evaluating MechatronicUML using GQM. After that, in chapter
D, we will develop first approaches for using GQM for the MechatronicUML
method. In the last chapter (E), we will conclude the results of this thesis and
give an outlook for a possible application range of GQM in the project group.
GQM is a very extensive method and although we described only the most
important part of it, it was not possible to bring this thesis to ten pages. We
needed seven figures and tables to explain all needed facts, which again uses a
lot of space. Therefore, we needed eleven pages of text and one additional page
for the bibliography for this thesis.

B

Foundations

In this chapter, we will give a short introduction into the two main topics, which
are required for this thesis: the MechatronicUML development process and
the Goal/Question/Metric method.
B.1

The MechatronicUML method

MechatronicUML [2] is a model driven method and is developed to design,
verify and generate software for self-adaptive mechatronic systems. It relies on
the concept of component based software development. The development process
of MechatronicUML specifies different steps to create a valid platform independent model, which basically describes the process from informal requirements
to a platform independent model (PIM) (see [2]). To complete the software development process, additional steps are needed to deploy the software components
to hardware and generate runnable source code for the specific target platforms.
The project group Cybertron is going to improve this method. Figure 1 shows
the process with focus on the relevant parts for the project group.
The project group Cybertron will enhance the MechatronicUML method
mainly in the steps Analyze Software, Allocate Software, Specify Hardware and
Generate Code. All these steps have several sub-steps and certain requirements
and quality aspects that should be considered. Which requirements and quality
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Fig. 1. Steps of the MechatronicUML method.

aspects of every step of the enhanced method are important is discussed in detail
in the theses of the project group members [3].
B.2

The Goal/Question/Metric method

A well structured development process –like in the MechatronicUML method–
needs a well structured plan for evaluation and quality measurement. The Goal/Question/Metric method [4] provides such a plan. It suggests a plan to define and
evaluate specified quality goals in a well defined manner. The GQM method is
used to define a quality model and provides a whole process for defining, measuring, and interpreting to create a structured execution plan to make this method
successful. Therefore, the GQM method provides four main phases [5]: Planning Phase, Definition Phase, Interpretation Phase and Data collection Phase
as shown in figure 2.
Planning Phase In this phase, the project, which is the target of measurement,
is selected and planned. Therefore, it should be executed simultaneously to
the creation of the project plan. In this phase, general (and informal) improvement goals are derived. Additionally, it includes training for the whole
company.
Definition Phase During this phase, all parts for the GQM measurement method
are defined. Therefore, it is a very crucial part of the whole process. Here,
goals, questions, metrics, and the corresponding hypothesis are created and
documented. In fact in this phase, (formal) measurement goals are defined,
which are derived from the improvement goals that were defined in the first
phase. Due to the fact that the metrics are derived in a goal-based way, it
is a top-down approach to define the metrics. Since this phase will be the
most relevant part for the project group, we will describe it in more detail
later in this chapter.
Data Collection Phase After defining the metrics, the measurement can be
executed. Either, measurement can be done automatically by tool support,
like counting lines of code, or it can be done manually. For example by doing
interviews with testers or developers to determine (subjective) measurement
data.
Interpretation Phase In this phase, the measured data are processed into
measurement results, which answers are used to answer the stated questions,
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so the corresponding goal can be evaluated. Therefore, the interpretation is
–in contrast to the definition phase– a bottom-up process. [5]

Fig. 2. The four main phases of the GQM method. [6]

Since the project group has no business concerns and has limited amount
of time and human resources, it is not possible to provide a whole GQM-Team
as suggested. We will restrict the whole process to the most relevant parts.
Therefore, we focus mainly on the definition phase. To do so, we give a deeper
insight, what goals, questions and metrics are, and how the project group can
derive them in an useful and structured way.
The GQM approach defines three levels to define its quality models, which
are performed in the following order [6]:
– In the conceptual level, the major project goals for measurement are defined.
A goal has a purpose, an issue and is defined for an object of interest (like
products, processes or resources) from a certain viewpoint. These goals are
called measurement goals.
– In the operational level, for every goal one or more questions are defined,
which can be seen as a refinement of the goal. Questions characterize the object with respect to a specific quality issue. For every questions a Hypothesis
is defined. A hypothesis describes the expected answer to a specific question.
– In the quantitive level, metrics for every question have to be defined. A
metric is a set of data to answer the question in a quantitative way. It
is possible to define multiple metrics for one specific question. For every
metric a hypothesis is defined as well, which describes the expected result of
measurement.
In the GQM method, all aspects of the three levels are defined hierarchically, as
shown in figure 3. Note, that one metric is not exclusively used for answering
one questions or goal, but it can be used to answer different questions and goals,
even for different viewpoints. [5]
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Fig. 3. Three levels of GQM: goals, questions and metrics.

Defining goals Measurement goals should be clearly structured and understandable formulated [6]. Since the success of the GQM method depends very
hard on the goals, the process of deriving goals is very critical. Therefore, the
measurable goals are derived from the improvement goals, which were defined
in the project plan. This process is supported in the GQM method by specific
methodological steps [6]. These steps are summarized in a template, which is
shown in table 1.
Analyze
For the purpose of
With respect to
From the viewpoint of
In the context of

the object under measurement
understanding, controlling, or improving the object
the quality focus of the object that the measurement focuses on
the people that measure the object
the environment in which measurement takes place

Table 1. The GQM goal definition template. [5]

Therefore, a goal consists of three main aspects: A purpose (represented by
row 1 and 2), a perspective (represented by row 3) and context characteristics
(represented by row 4 and 5). [5] This template should be used to describe every
goal for measurement.
Defining questions For every goal several questions are needed, which have
to characterize it. Following the GQM method, there are at least three types of
questions, which should be asked [6]:
1. How can we characterize the object with respect to the overall goal of the
specific GQM model?
2. How can we characterize the attributes of the object that are relevant with
respect to the issue of the specific GQM model?
3. How do we evaluate the characteristics of the object that are relevant with
respect to the issue of the specific GQM model?
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Definition of metrics For the third level, metrics for every question are defined, which are useful to answer the specific question. There are two different
types of metrics: Objective metrics, which depend only on the object, but not
on the viewpoint. [6] Such a metric “[. . . ] is an absolute measure taken on the
product or process.” [4], e.g. lines of code of the software product. The other type
of metrics are Subjective metrics, which depend on the object and the viewpoint
from which they are taken. These metrics can be used, if an exact measure is not
possible, e.g. to estimate the level of qualification of developers or the degree of
some used technique. [4]

C

Related Work

In this section we will describe related work that can be helpful for creating a
GQM plan for the project group Cybertron. There are two relevant papers for
evaluating MechatronicUML using the GQM method and further interesting
works regarding quality of M2M transformations.
C.1

Evaluating MechatronicUML using the GQM method

Christopher Gerking used the GQM method to evaluate M2M transformations
in his master’s thesis [7]. These transformations were used to transform MechatronicUML models into models, which can be verified via Model Checking by
Uppaal [8]. He defines two goals, which both target the semantics preservation
of the transformations and corresponding questions and metrics. This approach
and its results should be considered in the project groups quality assurance plan.
Linh Tran used the GQM method in her bachelor’s thesis [9] to evaluate the
graphical syntax of real-time coordination protocols. This topic is not relevant
for the product quality of Fujaba Real-Time Suite, but should be considered
for quality in use. Maybe it could be useful to adapt the GQM plan of Tran’s
thesis for other aspects or models as a starting point for a GQM plan for quality
in use characteristics.
C.2

Evaluating M2M transformation using the GQM method

Since M2M transformations are a main part of MDSD, there are further related
works to this topic in general.
Sebastian Lehrig provides in his master’s thesis [10] a framework for comparing M2M approaches. For this Lehrig uses the GQM method to derive quality
goals in a structured way. He suggests to derive a goal for every quality property
using the GQM template as shown in table 2. Using the property maintainability
as an example he explains the GQM definition phase. Lehrig’s thesis will be relevant for planning the implementations, but will not help evaluating the process
itself in the needs of the project group. However, the general idea to derive goals
and questions could be adapted in the GQM plan of the project group.
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Analyze
For the purpose of
With respect to
From the viewpoint of
In the context of

M2M scenario implementations
comparing M2M approaches, languages, and engines
quality properties
the transformation engineer
M2M transformation implementation, execution, and
maintenance

Table 2. General GQM template for goals. [10].

The PhD thesis [11] and other papers of van Amstel are important in this
context. In his PhD thesis van Amstel defined eight quality properties, that
are very important for M2M transformations: Understandability, Modifiability,
Reusability, Modularity, Completeness, Consistency and Conciseness. [11] Additionally he defined a set of metrics, which can be arranged in three categories:
transformation metrics, module metrics and consistency metrics. These metrics
are mapped to quality properties. In this case, the metrics are not derived in a
top-down approach like the GQM method to avoid dependencies of metrics to
specific quality properties. [12] Nevertheless these metrics are relevant evaluating M2M transformations with any technique and should be considered when
defining metrics for a top-down approach.

D

Proposal for a GQM plan

In this chapter, we will give an overview how the GQM method can be used for
evaluating the enhanced MechatronicUML method. At first, we will have a
look at different aspects of the process to determine goals of MechatronicUML
and will motivate this by giving an example. After that we will give exemplary
questions and metrics for this example.
D.1

Deriving GQM goals

According to the GQM phases, a GQM plan should be created while the project
plan is created. Therefore, this thesis cannot give a proposal for a complete and
detailed plan, but it will provide a first idea based on the gathered results of the
chapters above and according to the GQM planning phase and definition phase.
In the GQM method, it is highly recommended to derive goals in brainstorm
sessions or interviews and using the provided template. Therefore, the project
group has to do such sessions to derive all needed goals. In the following we will
give a first approach for goals, questions, and metrics.
As seen in the chapter before, there are approaches using the GQM method
to evaluate model transformations and parts of the MechatronicUML development method. In fact, this is only a very small part, but it provides a good
starting point for defining a GQM plan for the whole development process. However, since the project group wants to extend the MechatronicUML method,
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it is mandatory to create a GQM plan based on the goals of the project group,
which are necessarily a subset of the goals of the MechatronicUML method.
To do so, the defined GQM templates and methods should be used to define
measurement goals should be used strictly. Therefore, we need to derive three
parts out of the process of the MechatronicUML method: objects of interest,
a purpose and perspective and context characteristics.
Objects of interest As mentioned in chapter B.1, there are four main steps
in the process that are affected by the project group: Analyze Software, Specify
Hardware, Allocate Software and Generate Code. The main idea is to use these
steps as starting points for the improving and measurement goals for the project
group. Due to the fact, that these steps contain several substeps and parts, this
shall be considered by creating the goals. For example, the step Verify Software
can be refined into the sub-steps Requirement Engineering and Transparent ModelChecking. Further sub-steps and refinement of these subsets are possible. All
these derived parts of the process can be used as objects of interest for the measurement goals. It should be noted, that every split will result in several new
objects of interest, which will again cause a higher number of measurement goals.
Therefore, before splitting one object, it has to be checked, if this split is needed
or can be avoided by defining questions for this object instead of sub-objects.
Thus, every part of the object is considered, but the number of measurement
goals will be lower.
Let us use the Transparent ModelChecking as an example. For the model
checking part, the model checker Uppaal [8] is used. Therefore, it is needed
to translate MechatronicUML models into models for Uppaal, verify these
models in Uppaal and translate them back into models that are readable by the
MechatronicUML developer. This process steps are described in more detail
in [13], [14] and [15]. One part of this whole process is the back-translation. We
will use this step as the object of interest for the example.
Purpose and perspective To evaluate software and its development process with any method, defined quality properties are needed. Therefore, quality
aspects of existing standards for quality can be reused to find relevant quality aspects for the enhanced MechatronicUML method. For example, the ISO/EIC
25010 [16] defines software quality. It describes eight quality characteristics for
product quality and five characteristics for quality in use. Every property is divided into several sub-properties. Characteristics that are important for the enhanced MechatronicUML method can be adapted for the GQM measurement
goals. In the beginning of the project phase, the project group has to determine,
which quality aspects are relevant for each object of interest. For example: Since
one task of the project group is, to develop a fully transparent method, Usability
is an important aspect for the project group. Security, on the other hand, will
be not so important in the scope of the project group.
Model transformations are an important part of the MechatronicUML
method. Therefore, quality characteristics for this parts are important as well.
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As described in chapter C.2 Marcel van Amstel defined the most important
quality characteristics and metrics for those transformations. His work shall be
considered by creating measurement goals for the model transformation parts of
the enhanced MechatronicUML method.
There may be more quality aspects that appear while creating the project
plan, but the quality aspects mentioned above should give a good starting point
for the GQM goal definition.
Since the back-translation-step uses model transformations, we could use any
of the quality aspects derived by van Amstel. We will give only one example for
the perspective: Consistency. This aspect is relevant, since it is mandatory that
the output model is consistent to the input model.
Context characteristics The context characteristics are basically described
by two parts: the viewpoint/stakeholder and the context of the goal. The second
part is more general and will be constant for all goals: The MechatronicUML
development process. Since a goal has a viewpoint, it is useful to base on the
existing viewpoints of the MechatronicUML method. In chapter B.1 we only
introduced the MechatronicUML stakeholder, but in fact there are more than
one stakeholder involved in the process. In the thesis of Goran Piskachev [17], he
discussed the viewpoints and stakeholders of MechatronicUML. Due to the
GQM goal definition template, changing the viewpoint will cause a new quality
goal. Since there are several viewpoints for the steps, the amount of possible
quality goals is very high. It is not trivial to determine which viewpoints will be
relevant for the evaluation. For this topic, we should base on the seminar thesis
of Goran Piskachev.
The involved stakeholder for our example is the safety analyst, because we
are looking at a part of the MechatronicUML method that is used to ensure high safety of the software. The context will be –as mentioned above– the
MechatronicUML process.
D.2

Deriving questions and metrics

In the scope of this thesis, it is not possible to define a whole GQM plan with
questions and metrics. However, in this chapter, we will give an example for
deriving questions and metrics based on the example, introduced in the chapter
before. This example can be summarized in the GQM definition template, as
shown in table 3. Now we need to define questions and metrics that can describe
this goal.
Questions In chapter B.2 we mentioned three questions that should be used to
define questions to a specific measurement goal. According to the GQM method,
defining questions should be done in brainstorm sessions and interviews and in
cooperation with the developers. However, possible questions for the example
goal could be:
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Analyze
For the purpose of
With respect to
From the viewpoint of
In the context of

the back-translation process
improving
consistency
the safety analyst
the enhanced MechatronicUML process.

Table 3. Exemplary GQM measurement goal for the project group.

1. Does the resulting MechatronicUML model of the process formally correspond to the input model? Hypothesis: Yes.
2. Does the MechatronicUML developer recognize, that the input and output model correspond? Hypothesis: Yes.
Metrics There are many possibilities to determine metrics that can be used
to answer these questions. To answer the first question, we could check, if the
number of states and transitions of the models does match. If so, the quotients
will equal 1. Therefore, these quotients can be used as (objective) metrics to
answer this question.
Since the second question does depend on the experience of the user, the
MechatronicUML developer, it can be answered by subjective metrics only.
To do so, interviews are needed.

E

Conclusion

In this thesis we discussed the problem, how the rising quality needs in complex
software development processes like the MechatronicUML method can be
managed. Therefore, we looked at a goal driven method to derive measurement
goals and metrics for quality properties of the enhanced MechatronicUML
method: the Goal/Question/Metric method. This method provides techniques
and templates to define goals for quality assurance. We discussed related work,
which cover first approaches of the GQM method for the MechatronicUML
process. Additionally we gave an overview of existing work using GQM for model
transformations.
In the scope of this thesis, it was not possible to provide a whole GQM plan
for the upcoming enhanced MechatronicUML method, but we derived a first
approach, how to use GQM as base for a well defined quality assurance plan
in the project group. For this, we determined information out of the process
of the MechatronicUML method to apply the GQM template for deriving
measurement goals. In fact, this paper provides a guideline for the project group
to use the GQM template, based on useful approaches and the requirements of
the project group. To use the general GQM template, it can be modified due to
the context of the project group as shown in table 4.
As mentioned before, the results of the theses of the project group members
can help to characterize the defined measurement goals in detail. As described
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Analyze
For the purpose of
With respect to
From the viewpoint of
In the context of

Step X of the enhanced MechatronicUML method
improving, enhancing or ensuring
quality properties (ISO/EIC 25010 and van Amstel)
all relevant viewpoints (see Piskachev’s Thesis)
the enhanced MechatronicUML method

Table 4. Modified GQM template for the use of the project group.

in the GQM method, developers and domain experts are needed to define useful
questions and metrics. In this case, every member of the project group can be
seen as a domain expert for a specific part of the MechatronicUML method.
Since the project group is no company, it has no business concerns and the
available resources are limited. Therefore, only the main concepts – like the
definition of improvement goals, measurement goals, questions and metrics – of
the GQM method are applicable for us. Business or company related parts are
not relevant to the project group.
Additionally, the project group has no human resources to provide an extra
GQM team, but it would be useful to have at least one expert for every process
step, who is responsible for the GQM part of this step. These persons have
to define the GQM plan in parallel to the project plan. Additionally a GQMmanager is needed, who coordinates the execution of the GQM plan.
The GQM-members of the project group should apply these concepts strictly
and use templates and techniques of the GQM method. If we execute the created
GQM plan consequently during the whole project phase, the enhanced MechatronicUML method will provide a high quality software development process.
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